GLENVIEW ICE CENTER NEEDS ANALYSIS AND FEASIBILITY STUDY
FINAL REPORT – 17 JULY 2017

FOREWORD
17 July 2017
Glenview Park District Board of Commissioners
1930 Prairie Street
Glenview, IL 60026
Dear Commissioners:
On behalf of the entire Williams Team, we wish to thank you for the opportunity
to work with you, Park District Staff, and the community on this Needs Analysis
and Feasibility Study for the Glenview Ice Center.
This Report is a written document intended to document and illustrate the
findings of our process that were presented at the Park Board of Commissioners
meeting on April 27, 2017. Our process utilized a multidisciplinary approach
consisting of professional input and guidance from sports management and
operations professionals (Johnson Consulting), a facility operator and developer
(Fred Barofsky), construction and cost estimating professionals (W.B. Olson), and
a multidisciplinary design team (Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Hitchcock Design
Group, and Williams Architects) to ensure that the findings we have presented
to you are rooted in sound expertise in market analysis, facility operation,
design, cost estimating, and financial forecasting. Our team spoke with numerous
internal and external stakeholders and reviewed the in-process findings in
detail with the Park District’s Special Revenue Facilities Committee to guide the
process to a positive conclusion.
Again, thank you from all of us from the Williams Team. We stand ready to
assist the Glenview Park District with any next steps that may result from the
findings discussed herein.
Sincerely,
WILLIAMS ARCHITECTS

Andrew Dogan, ALA, NCARB, LEED AP
Senior Project Manager / Associate
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Williams Architects team was commissioned by the Glenview Park District in the fall
of 2016 to conduct a needs assessment, site analysis, design/feasibility study and cost
analysis to address the future of indoor ice within the Glenview Park District.
The following individuals participated in the Needs Assessment and Feasibility Study
Process:
Glenview Park District:
Daniel Peterson - President/Board of Commissioners
Dave Dillon – Chair, SRF Committee/Board of Commissioners
Angie Katsamakis – Board of Commissioners
William Casey – Board of Commissioners
Charles Kuhn – Board of Commissioners
Robert Patton – Board of Commissioners
Dave Tosh – Board of Commisioners
Michael McCarty - Executive Director
Lori Lovell - Superintendent of Special Facilities
Jim Weides - Glenview Ice Center Manager
Brian Montgomery – Manager of Program Services
Johnson Consulting:
Charles Johnson – President / CEO
Brandon Dowling – Director of Sports
Christopher Budd – Project Analyst
Fred Barofsky Company:
Fred Barofsky – President/CEO
Hitchcock Design Group:
Steve Konters – Principal
Andy Howard – Principal
W.B. Olson, Inc.:
David Oison – President
John Emser- Project Executive
Williams Architects:
Tom Poulos – Managing Principal
Steve Mihelich – Principal
Andy Dogan – Associate / Senior Project Manager
Katheryn Haas – Project Designer
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INTRODUCTION AND
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (cont.)
The Glenview Ice Center is located on Landwehr Road just north of Lake Avenue. The
current facility is approximately 45 years old and underwent renovations in 1998.
The team employed a comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach to the assessment and
study process, involving professionals in market and operational assessment, site design,
building design, and construction cost estimating to provide a comprehensive assessment
of current operations, a facility program indicating the size and types of spaces to be
included in a expanded or replacement Ice Center, evaluation of potential sites,
preliminary concept design, construction cost estimates, and an analysis of expenses
and revenues anticipated within a ten-year period of opening an improved facility.
The process began with an analysis of the market for indoor ice in the Glenview area.
Multiple internal and external stakeholders were interviewed to understand the needs
of the community, leading to a recommendation for the facility program to contain two
full-size NHL ice rinks and one smaller studio rink, plus exterior and interior support and
multi-purpose spaces. The program findings recommended a facility of approximately
83,500 SF in size.
With this information in hand, the team next evaluated several District-owned sites and
several non-District-owned sites for their suitability for development of an Ice Center.
The two sites that became evident as having the most potential for success were the
existing site and Community Park West.
From this information, the team moved to develop and refine numerous design options,
arriving at an expansion/renovation concept for the facility at its current site and a
new facility concept at either the current site or another site. The Village of Glenview
was consulted during the process to advise on matters of land use, planning, and
zoning. Capital cost estimates were prepared for the two concepts, and the team
prepared an analysis of revenue and expense projections and a 10-year pro forma
for the facility. The entire process and findings were presented to the Glenview Park
District Board of Commissioners at its regular April 2017 meeting. No decisions were
made at the meeting regarding future steps or directions.
The Williams Team appreciates the opportunity to again be of service to the Glenview
Park District.
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CHAPTER 2 – EXISTING FACILITY CONCERNS AND CHALLENGES

EXISTING FACILITY
CONCERNS AND CHALLENGES
The Glenview Ice Center facility was constructed in 1972. A renovation and small
addition was performed in 1998 that addressed lobby and support space needs, and
a 2008 project replaced refrigeration systems at the main rink and studio rink.
Domestic water distribution to the facility was improved in 2016. Various other minor
renovation projects have been undertaken by the Park District using its own forces and
resources over the years; examples of these projects include replacement flooring and
carpeting and conversion of office space to team rooms. A full, detailed assessment
of existing conditions was outside the scope of this Needs Analysis and Feasibility
Study. However, the WA team toured the building with Park District staff at the
beginning of the Feasibility Study effort, and the following items were noted as per
the categories indicated below:

Existing Storage

BUILDING SITE CONCERNS
• The facility lacks a visual presence along Landwehr Road and may be difficult to
identify for a first-time user.
• The site entrance, circulation, and exiting configuration creates problems and
congestion during peak usage times.
• A significant portion of the parking lot is currently unpaved.
• The site size somewhat limits expansion potential.
BUILDING SPATIAL CONCERNS
• The main lobby area is too small for peak usage times and events.
• Some areas (particularly on the upper level at the balcony) are underutilized and
inefficient.
• Additional programming space would address facility needs and increase
revenue.
• Locker rooms and restrooms are below the level of quality of newer competing
facilities. There are not enough toilet fixtures in the restrooms for peak usage.
• The locker rooms/team rooms are not ADA compliant and are too small for
intended use. Additionally, not enough are provided to adequately host major
events and tournaments.
• Some locker rooms are only accessible by going up and down stairs and walking
in front of spectators.
• There is a general lack of storage, and the location of the majority of the facility’s
storage on the upper level is inconvenient and inefficient.
• The office area is undersized for the number of staff and the scope of the facility’s
operations.
• Pro shop and concessions spaces are drastically undersized, limiting the scope of
operations and thus limiting revenue potential.
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Existing Studio Rink

Existing Studio Rink Seating

Existing Skate Rental

EXISTING FACILITY
CONCERNS AND CHALLENGES
OPERATIONAL CONCERNS AND CHALLENGES

Existing Lobby / Concessions

•

Swinging doors at the facility entrance are
problematic for users with large equipment bags.
The width of the entrance impedes simultaneous
egress and ingress.

•

Although the refrigeration system was replaced in
2008, management and control of the system
requires significant staff time and attention.

•

The age of the building envelope and some of the
systems translates to high operating costs due to
lower energy efficiency levels than one would
experience in a newer facility.

•

The relationship of office and staff areas to the
entrance and ice areas makes the facility difficult to
control.

•

Access to the upper level is difficult and confusing to
a first-time visitor. Although an accessible lift to the
upper level is provided, it can only be accessed by
entering the main rink.

•

Upper level spaces are unusually configured and
proportioned, making them difficult to flexibly
program.

•

Temperature control in the facility is problematic,
even in non-ice areas.

•

Lack of prime time ice availability is driving facility
users and recognized organizations to other area
facilities.

•

Location of skate rental opposite office area
creates inefficiencies in staffing and supervision.

•

Pro shop revenue and selection is limited due to size
of space and lack of separate exterior entrance.

•

Concessions offerings are limited due to small
kitchen and preparation space.
Seating for
concessions is extremely limited. The beverage
refrigerator associated with the concessions
operation actually blocks visibility of the studio rink
entrance.
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CHAPTER 3 – MARKET ASSESSMENT

LOCAL/REGIONAL
MARKET/COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

Local Competitive Ice Facilities
Glenview, IL
Facility

Johnson Consulting examined the current market conditions of Glenview’s
economic indicators and compared them to those of Cook County (County),
the Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan Statistical Area
(Chicago MSA), the State of Illinois, and the United States. The key
objective of this research was to identify any potential factors,
opportunities, and weaknesses that may affect the market’s ongoing
competitive situation. While characteristics such as population, employment,
and income are not strict predictors of the success and impact of potential
renovations of the Glenview Ice Center or a newly constructed ice facility,
these figures can provide insight into the market’s capacity for supporting
a recreation facility associated with ice skating and other recreation
activities.

LOCAL FACILITY INVENTORY

City

Jet Hockey Training Arena***

Drive time
(mins)*

Amenities
Locker Rooms, Fitness
Area
Concession Stand, Pro
Shop

Dry-land Activities
(Y/N)
Y

Glenview

0.5

6

Northbrook

1.5

9

Wilmette

1.5

10

Concession Stand, Tennis
Club, Aquatic Center

Y

Northbrook

2

11

Dance Room, Pro Shop,
Concession Stand,
Outdoor Pool

Y

Niles

2

11

Winnetka

1

12

Mount Prospect

2

13

Skokie

1.5

13

American Heartland Ice Arena***

Lincolnwood

1

16

Oakton Ice Arena

Park Ridge

1

17

NorthShore Ice Arena***
Centennial Ice Rink

Northbrook Sports Center
Ice Land and Skate**
Winnetka Ice Arena
Mt. Prospect Ice Arena***
Skatium Ice Arena

Watts Ice Center**
Centennial Ice Arena

There are 15 local ice facilities offering a total of 21.5 sheets of ice within
a 25-minute drive-time of Glenview. The ice facilities are predominantly
owned and managed by public entities and serve as the main complex for
community ice skating needs. Some ice facilities offer a multipurpose nonice or “dry-land” space, such as a weight room or a sports performance
area. “Dry-land” activities make a multipurpose ice facility a year-round
central point of recreation for communities, attracting additional visitors
and supplementing the ice skating programing. These facilities are
displayed on the table to the right.

Sheets of
Ice

Party Rooms
Lounge, Concessions,
Locker Rooms
Pro Shop, Locker Rooms,
Restaurant
Café, Locker Rooms, Party
Rooms
Pro Shop, Bar, Training
Center, Locker Rooms
Pro Shop, Dance Room,
Full Kitchen, Sound
System

N

Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y

Glencoe

1.5

18

Recreation Room,
ProShop, Program Room

Highland Park

1

20

Gymnastic Studio, Locker
Rooms, Café, Pro Shop

Y

Y
Y

Evanston

1.5

22

Co-Located with
Community Center

Franklin Park Ice Arena

Franklin Park

1.5

24

Party Room, Pro Shop

N

Twin Rinks Ice Pavilion***

Buffalo Grove

2

25

Concessions, Pro Shop

N

21.5

-

Robert Crown Center

Total
*From Park District Administrative Building (1930 Prairie St.)
**Also contains one or more outdoor ice rinks
***Privately Managed

Sources: The Village of Glenview, Mapquest, STDB, Johnson Consulting

Johnson Consulting identified local ice rinks listed in the table and compiled
their hourly rates for full-sheets of ice and studio rinks, during both
primetime hours (peak) and non-prime hours (off-peak). Primetime rates
vary among each ice facility, but most are charged on weekends and early
evening weeknight hours during the fall, winter and early spring. The
average price for renting a full-sheet of ice among the local competitive
rinks is $356 during primetime hours and $270 during non-prime hours. The
rental rate for a full-sheet of ice during primetime hours at Glenview Ice
Center is $385 per hour, which is the third highest local primetime rate.
Conversely, the $180 per hour rental rate for non-primetime hours is the
second lowest among facilities we examined.
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW SUMMARY
One of the top takeaways from our conversations is that the demand for
primetime ice in the region exceeds the supply of ice. Glenview Ice Center
is also unable to accommodate all of the demand from its programs for
primetime ice. One example is the Glenview Stars ice hockey program, a
recognized organization. Despite renting roughly 800 hours of ice-time
annually, the Stars are forced to hold practices at other local ice facilities
in the region in order to have enough practice time. This issue was not
limited to the Stars. The in-house District programs are utilizing ice at
competitive local rinks as well.
One other important observation relates to the importance of the studio
rink. Glenview Park District offers a number of learn-to-skate and other
youth programming and the focus group participants we spoke with
mentioned how well the studio rink is received by young skaters. Whereas
a full-size rink could be intimidating to a young child learning to skate, the
studio rink is often found to be more inviting. The Glenview Ice Center
utilizes the studio rink for a number of youth programs and has become an
important resource to the Glenview Park District in maintaining its mission as
well as expanding its youth programming.
From a participation perspective, hockey has typically experienced strong
participation levels. The in-house hockey program has an excellent
reputation and often has to cap participation due to space and staffing
constraints. Figure skating participation has fluctuated a bit over the past
few years, as is typical with that sport on a national level. Despite this,
figure skating participation at the Glenview Ice Center has been strong,
particularly in the winter and spring sessions. The Glenview Park District
staff has an excellent reputation for their programming and ability to get
the most out of the ice center. One example of this is the upstairs multipurpose area being used for a variety of events. The flexibility of the
space has afforded staff to maximize the use of the upstairs area and
expand programs to include martial arts and parties.

Stakeholders interviewed by the Johnson Consulting team

Lastly, the focus group participants mentioned the layout of the ice center
and overcrowding issues in the lobby. This has resulted in issues with wayfinding for new visitors and accessibility issues at the front doors, especially
for young children carrying large bags for hockey or figure skating.
Updates throughout the ice center would also be welcomed by the focus
group participants. Storage space, offices, restrooms, locker rooms, dryland training or fitness space, expanded concessions/restaurant café and a
larger pro shop were all mentioned as upgrades that should be
considered.
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Glenview Ice Center

HISTORICAL OPERATING
REVENUES AND EXPENSES

Operating Revenues and Expenses
2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

3-Year
Average*

2016-2017
Budget

$909,075

Operating Revenues

To properly estimate potential demand for a new
multipurpose ice facility, we first reviewed the
historical operations at the Glenview Ice Center to
understand the existing demand and financials at the
ice center. We then used the historical operations data
to develop recommendations regarding the facility’s
physical program (e.g. number of playing surfaces,
community space and other dry land amenities). Based
upon this program, and considering the historic
demand, we projected demand at a new ice facility
and prepared a financial pro forma for the first ten
years of operations.

Programs and Instruction

$872,691

$950,189

$937,831

$920,237

Special Events

$1,358

$4,879

$4,268

$3,502

$4,900

Admissions

$65,005

$76,125

$98,992

$80,041

$61,500

Membership
Facility Rental
Sales

$17,736

$21,937

$16,293

$18,655

$21,500

$552,612

$627,610

$627,112

$602,445

$591,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Sales Lease

$7,700

$9,935

$9,932

$9,189

$9,800

Other Income

$5,950

$2,450

$8,650

$5,683

$5,100

Total Operating Revenues

$1,523,052 $1,693,125 $1,703,078 $1,639,752 $1,602,875

Operating Expenses

HISTORIC OPERATIONS
The table to the right presents a historic review of
operating revenues and expenses at Glenview Ice
Center from 2013-2016, including the budget for
2016-2017 that was provided by the Glenview Park
District. As shown in the table, operating revenues and
expenses grew each year between FYE 2014 through
FYE 2016, with a three-year average of $1.6 million
in revenues and $1.2 million in expenses. The
operating budget for 2016-2017 projected revenues
of $1.6 million and expenses of $1.3 million for the
Glenview Ice Center. These figures are the basis for
our program recommendations and financial
projections at the proposed new ice facility.

Salary and Wages

$629,135

$664,163

$665,896

$653,065

$693,356

Contractual Services

$103,740

$130,350

$108,542

$114,211

$121,816

Professional Services

$13,728

$12,335

$12,298

$12,787

$15,500

$154,645

$159,260

$162,460

$158,788

$160,956

Utilities
Commodities

$73,368

$97,851

$112,647

$94,622

$91,349

Employee Taxes, Pension and Insurance

$98,349

$108,713

$126,316

$111,126

$133,829

Maintenance and Repairs

$65,542

$64,478

$52,627

$60,882

$78,660

Professional Training and Engagement

$10,271

$6,565

$5,958

$7,598

$8,400

$0

$0

$7,125

$2,375

$44,400

Capital Improvements
Total Expenses

$1,148,778 $1,243,715 $1,253,869 $1,215,454 $1,348,266

General and Administrative

$151,900

$170,600

$155,200

$159,233

$181,700

Net Operating Income

$374,274

$449,410

$449,209

$424,298

$254,609

Source: Glenview Park District
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HISTORICAL OPERATING
REVENUES AND EXPENSES
Program & Instruction Revenues: Hockey
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Total
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Total

Historical
Demand
352
50
175
700
160
75
30
10
100
150
1,802
Historical
Fee
$850
$262
$50
$182
$196
$227
$133
$950
$15
$25

Projected
Demand
405
55
193
770
168
83
45
10
100
165
1,993

Projected
Growth
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected
Fee
$850
$262
$50
$182
$196
$227
$133
$950
$15
$25

Historical
Revenue
$299,090
$13,110
$8,695
$127,120
$31,384
$17,004
$3,992
$9,500
$1,500
$3,750
$515,145

Program & Instruction Revenues: Martial Arts

Program & Instruction Revenues: Figure Skating

Projected
Growth
15%
10%
10%
10%
5%
10%
50%
0%
0%
10%
11%

Projected
Revenue
$343,954
$14,421
$9,565
$139,832
$32,953
$18,704
$5,988
$9,500
$1,500
$4,125
$580,542

Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Total
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Total

Historical Projected
Demand Growth
1,200
38
350
330
375
85
1,500
200
4,078

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Historical Projected
Fee
Growth
$154
0%
$1,355
0%
$94
$73
$51
$235
$1
$15

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected
Demand
1,212
38
354
333
379
86
1,515
202
4,119
Projected
Fee
$154
$1,355
$94
$73
$51
$235
$1
$15

Historical
Revenue
$185,000
$51,480
$33,000
$24,000
$19,000
$20,000
$1,000
$3,000

Projected
Revenue
$186,850
$51,995
$33,330
$24,240
$19,190
$20,200
$1,010
$3,030

$336,480

$339,845

Event
Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate
Event
Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate
Event

Historical
Demand

Projected
Growth

Projected
Demand

103
121
119
107

1%
1%
1%
1%
Projected
Growth

104
122
120
108

Historical Fee
$146
$149
$151
$140
Historical
Revenue

0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected Fee
$146
$149
$151
$140
Projected
Revenue

Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate

$15,000
$18,000
$18,000
$15,000

$15,150
$18,180
$18,180
$15,150

Total

$66,000

$66,660

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting

PROGRAM
AND
INSTRUCTION
DEMAND AND REVENUES
The tables to the left indicate historical
demand, projected growth, and historical
and projected revenue for hockey, figure
skating, and martial arts programs
currently conducted by the Park District.
These
programs,
revenues,
and
associated projections regarding same
also help to serve as the basis for our
program recommendations and financial
projections at the proposed new ice
facility.

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting
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POTENTIAL ICE CENTER PROGRAMS/ACTIVITES
The need for the following facility program was based on market research and
conversations with several local and regional stakeholders, including representatives
from local leagues and regional competitive travel organizations as well as
conversations with Park District staff. The facility should be developed with the intention
of hosting recreational leagues, camps, clinics and community events for local residents.
There is also an opportunity to host regional tournaments while achieving its park district
mission. Doing so will give the Park District the opportunity to maximize revenues, while
providing critically needed primetime ice for residents. Johnson Consulting has identified
the need for following key elements at the proposed ice center:
 2.5 Sheets of Ice



•

2 full sheets

•

1 studio rink

Multipurpose Space
• Dry Land Activities
• Multi-Use Space
• Entertainment / Party Rental Space
• Meeting Space





Additional, Updated Locker Rooms
•

Team Rooms

•

Figure Skating

•

Coaches & Officials

Expanded Pro Shop
•

Retail/Sales Offerings

•

Services/Repairs

•

Skate Rentals

 Expanded Concessions Operation
The new ice facility in Glenview will continue to offer its existing programming, with
specific focus on local park district programs in hockey, figure skating, martial arts and
other special ice events. The proposed design of the new ice facility will also offer the
opportunity to expand programming, including hockey tournaments, dry land activities
like specialized training or coaching seminars, and adult recreation like curling or
expanded adult hockey leagues.
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THE CASE FOR 2-1/2 SHEETS

Our team’s recommendation to increase the number of ice
surfaces to 2.5 at the Glenview Ice Center is based on
supply and demand in the marketplace. There is strong
demand for ice time in the Chicagoland area, particularly
during primetime hours. Youth hockey has long been
popular in Chicagoland and that trend should continue,
especially considering the growth of women’s hockey in
the region. There is also demand for ice from other sports
like figure skating, speed skating, curling and broomball
that should be considered. The overwhelming demand for
ice in the region during primetime hours makes the
business case for building a 2.5-sheet facility as we
demonstrated in our financial pro forma. Should the
Glenview Park District decide to build a 2-sheet facility,
the numbers we presented earlier in this report will be
impacted a great deal as the GIC would not be able to
rent or provide programming during primetime ice usage.
Another reason for a 2.5-sheet facility is the popularity of
the studio rink. The Glenview Ice Center is unique in that it
has been able to turn the studio rink into an asset,
whereas many ice centers prefer full-sheets of ice. The
GIC staff has found that many young skaters prefer to
learn on a smaller, less intimidating surface. The youth
programs for skating and hockey at the GIC are popular
and well-run by the park district and the studio rink
develops younger skaters for a feeder program to other
classes provided by the Ice Center. Thus, it would be wise
to continue offering a studio rink at a new ice facility
given the mission of the Glenview Park District and its
ability to grow such programming.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS –
MARKET ASSESSMENT
The Chicagoland area has experienced
strong demand for ice facilities for many
years and should continue to do so. Ice
sports like hockey and figure skating have
been popular in Chicagoland for decades,
and other sports like curling, speed
skating, and broomball have resulted in a
number of ice centers. Despite the high
inventory of ice within the market, demand
still outpaces supply – particularly during
primetime hours. As a result, it is important
that current facilities try to differentiate
themselves
from
competitive
rinks.
Providing
updated
amenities
and
integrating dry-land activities are
excellent strategies for doing such. In the
current market, differentiation will be
critical for maintaining existing local
programming, and attracting regional and
national events, including specialized
participants like figure skating and speed
skaters. Both of these participant bases
can help supplement heavy users, such as
hockey clubs and leagues, better ensuring
the financial stability of the facility.
Today, more than ever opportunities
existing to prolong participation in skating
sports, especially hockey. There are more
youth programs, high school teams, and
more opportunities to play at a higher
level with the growth of collegiate hockey
and junior leagues like the USHL. These
opportunities, along with the growth of
non-traditional ice sports will add to the
demand for ice in Chicagoland. If
Glenview Ice Center is renovated to
include an additional sheet of ice, there
will be an opportunity to attract larger
events outside of the community which will
potentially add to the revenues generated
at the ice center.
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CHAPTER 4 – SITE AND BUILDING PROGRAM

SITE COMPONENTS/FEATURES
The following proposed features are designed to increase the
functionality and aesthetic value of the site from a users perspective.
Any added landscape or site enhancements will increase the identity of
the project and provided a lasting first impression.

Example Identity Signage

IDENTITY SIGNAGE:
This feature will help to make the new facility more visible from the
street. It will attract new users who are unfamiliar with the site and can
help to identify its entrance and exit locations.

DESIGNATED DROP-OFF LANE(S)
This added feature will highly increase the functionality and usability of
a building of this program nature. Since the users of an ice rink are
often burdened with heavy bags of equipment, a designated lane to
allow cars to pull up right in front of the building will reduce the
distance traveled carrying heavy equipment. The parking lot will
function better as a result.

Example Drop-Off Area

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
The parking lot can utilize different strategies of green infrastructure
that will benefit the site and surroundings. Permeable pavement will
allow water to penetrate through the surface which in turn reduces storm
water runoff. This type of surface also helps in trapping suspended
solids and filters pollutants. Landscape buffers known as bioswales also
help to reduce the pollutants from automotive exhaust. These vegetated
areas treat runoff from the parking lot before releasing it off site into a
watershed or storm sewer. These methods function to protect the
surrounding area from pollutants and also provide a more natural
aesthetic to the parking lot. The bioswales are often populated with
native plants and are aesthetically more pleasing than the previous
concrete buffers.

Example Green Infrastructure

ENTRANCE PLAZA AND SEATING
The procession up to the building will make a lasting first impression. The
front entrance plaza can provide places to sit, trees and shrubs for
shade and beauty, and act as the main thoroughfare from the parking
lot into the building.
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Example Entrance Plaza and Seating

BUILDING COMPONENTS/FEATURES
The following program spaces are intended to increase
the revenue potential of the facility by allowing several
user groups to occupy the building during prime hours.
The intent is to include 2 full sheets of ice and one smaller
studio rink for programming opportunities.

ICE FACILITIES
CHAMPIONSHIP RINK

Example Championship Rink

This rink will provide all the functions and amenities of the
current ice facility. This full sized sheet will host hockey
tournaments and figure skating competitions. There will
be bountiful elevated viewing and seating options to
allow for greater visibility of the action on the ice.
Adjacent to the rink will be an array of team locker
rooms, as well as coach and referee designated spaces.
This will increase the functionality of this rink. This rink
would hold an estimated 500 seats for viewing.

RECREATIONAL RINK
This secondary rink will provide the space for alternative
events when the main rink is in operation. An additional
rink can host newly added adult or children’s programs
other than hockey leagues. This second full size rink will
have seating and viewing areas that make it a great
option for smaller games and events. This rink would hold
an estimated 200 seats.

PROGRAM/STUDIO RINK

Example Recreational Rink

Example Program/Studio Rink

This smaller, half size rink is the perfect opportunity to
provide programming without disrupting the prime time
slots at the main rinks. This rink is beneficial for a
teaching rink and allows the growth of youth
programming. This rink is more popular and less
intimidating than full sized rinks. This rink would have
seating for about 50-75 people on portable bleachers.
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Example Dry Land Fitness Space

BUILDING COMPONENTS/FEATURES

DRY LAND FITNESS SPACE
This space would be approximately
2,000 square feet with additional room
for storage. This area would provide
opportunities for off-ice training and
fitness. When prime time ice is at a
premium, this space can alleviate the
competition for ice space. Training for
passing and shooting can take place off
ice with dry rinks such as the one pictured
left. This space may also hold exercise
equipment for fitness conditioning. Ample
storage will allow the space to be used
for a variety of other program and rental
functions.
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BUILDING
COMPONENTS/FEATURES
MULTI-PURPOSE/PROGRAM ROOM
This room is intended to remain flexible. It
would remain the primary space for the
District’s

martial

arts

programs.

Additionally, the space could host meetings
or could be used as a space for activities
that remain related to ice skating, such as
dry land training exercises. It could also
host unrelated activities, such as day
Example Multi-Purpose/Program Room

camps.

PARTY ROOM
This revenue potential space is perfect for
young children’s birthdays or other special
events. It is intended to be found adjacent
to the studio rink for easy access to and
from the rink during a party. This room can
be rented out along with the rink, allowing
for a semi private event to take place. The
party room may also be found near to
concessions making food service in the
room accessible and user friendly.
Example Party Room
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BUILDING COMPONENTS/FEATURES

Example Pro Shop

PRO SHOP
The expansion of the pro shop will provide revenue
potential as well as attract users from the street. Larger
windows and enhanced merchandising and shelving will
provide better opportunity to display items for sale.
Expanded space will be provided for storage, repairs,
skate sharpening, and gear bag disinfecting. A separate
entrance from the outside could provide added convenience
for people wishing to purchase something without using the
rink.

SKATE RENTAL
A larger and more functional skate rental area will increase
efficiency and reduce the time it takes a user to rent skates,
allowing more time to enjoy the rink. Skate rental will be

Example Concessions/Food Service

located in close proximity to the facility control desk to
allow Ice Center staff to more easily service customers.

CONCESSIONS AND FOOD SERVICE
Expanded concessions and food service space will provide
convenience to the users of the facility and generate
additional revenue. More space will allow for expansion of
menu items and will retain more users during prime hours
such as during tournaments and competitions. Concessions
spaces are intended to be counter-service rather than tableservice. No sales or consumption of alcoholic beverages are
currently contemplated for the facility.
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BUILDING COMPONENTS/FEATURES
LOCKER AND CHANGING ROOMS
A total of 23 locker and changing spaces will be
proposed for the facility. Each team locker room will be
approximately 400 square feet with an additional 100
square feet for toilets and showers. There will be six
team rooms and two women’s specific team rooms.
There will be an additional 200 square foot designated
as figure skating locker rooms and two coaches’ rooms
of approximately 100 square feet. Officials will receive
Example Hockey Team Room

two rooms at about 200 square feet. The studio rink will
also receive two small changing rooms adjacent and
specific to that rink.
Locker and changing rooms will be durable in
construction to withstand potential heavy use and abuse,
yet flexible enough to accommodate changing demand
and different uses.
The locker rooms are intended to be spacious and will
provide storage for large equipment bags and patron
belongings. The more abundant locker space will ensure
there is adequate space for teams during tournaments
or prime ice time. The lockers will be updated and more

Example Figure Skating Team Room

inviting to users.
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BUILDING COMPONENTS/FEATURES
COMMON SPACES
LOBBY SPACES
The lobby will be much larger than the lobby of the current
facility. The lobby is intended to be large and spacious and
inviting as a user walks in. The space will allow for sight
lines to the three rinks as well as corridors that host the team
locker rooms. There will be more seating opportunities and
the ability to hold larger groups. Check in will be simplified
and in more immediate sight from the entrance. Restrooms
can be easily found off of the lobby space. The square
footage of the lower and upper lobby spaces is currently

Example Lobby Space

estimated to be 4,000 square feet for the lower level and
1,500 for the upper level.

Example Spectator Viewing

SPECTATOR VIEWING
Throughout the facility there will be more opportunities to
view into the rinks. This space can be found adjacent to
lobby spaces as well as down corridors. The rinks will be
less enclosed and spectator viewing opportunities will arise
as a result. There will be spectator seats for each of the
rinks. The Championship rink will include seats that extend
over the locker room block and can be accessed from the
upper level.
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Example Support and Storage

BUILDING
COMPONENTS/FEATURES

SUPPORT AND STORAGE
There will be approximately 5,000
square feet dedicated to the support
spaces of the facility. This will include ice
support

spaces

for

equipment

and

mechanical systems. It will also house the
Zamboni machines and will include travel
space for the Zamboni to access multiple
ice sheets. These paths will remain free of
objects and equipment. The support
spaces would also house storage space
for

extra

ice

equipment

and

miscellaneous objects. A small office for
the maintenance staff would also be
located

in

the

support

spaces.
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BUILDING SPACE PROGRAM SUMMARY
The building space program is an overview of the current area for each of the
program components and the proposed areas for the new facility.
ICE
The proposed target area for the ice rinks is almost double of what the facility
currents has. The addition of a full second sheet of ice adds an additional 21,000+
square feet onto the existing footprint but will double the functionality of the
facility and allow for a multitude of ice programs to occur simultaneously.
ATHLETICS/TRAINING
The current facility does not have a designated athletic space for dry land training
activities. The proposed space will contain 2,000+ square feet of athletic and fitness
space for training purposes unrelated to ice that can also be used for other
program and rental uses.
SERVICES AND VENDORS
The new and expanded concessions and Pro Shop spaces will help to improve the
revenue potential of these services. The Pro Shop and concessions will help to
keep this revenue onsite rather than outsourcing it to different vendors.
FACILITY ADMINISTRATION
The expansion of facility administration space is a direct result of an expanded
facility. The current administration offices will be enlarged and expanded upon to
take on the tasks involved with a 2.5 sheet facility. Small spaces will be provided for
staff meetings and recognized organization offices.
LOCKER AND CHANGING ROOMS
The proposed locker and changing room spaces are more than double the existing
space. Two full sheets of ice will require the allocation of more team, coaches, and
referee locker rooms. Currently, the facility does not have a designated women’s
locker room, and the new facility will have 1,200 square feet of space dedicated to
women’s use.
COMMON SPACES
The facility will feel larger and flow better with the proper distribution of common
space and a more appropriate amount of circulation space. There will be added
viewing and seating opportunities from both levels of the facility that look down
into the rinks. There will be an expansion of the public restrooms to serve a larger
facility.

PROGRAM COMPONENT / SPACE TYPE
ICE

TARGET
PROPOSED
AREA (GSF)

EXISTING
AREA (GSF)

29,920

50,950

1A CHAMPIONSHIP RINK (NHL SIZE)

23,500

22,600

1B RECREATIONAL RINK (NHL SIZE)

0

21,560

6,420

6,790

1C STUDIO RINK

ATHLETICS / TRAINING / FITNESS

0

2A DRY LAND FITNESS / TRAINING / FITNESS

0

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS / MULTI-PURPOSE SPACES
3A MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
3B MEETING ROOM
3C GENERAL PROGRAM / PARTY ROOM(S)

SERVICES AND VENDORS

3,640
2,950

2,200
2,200

2,200
1,200

690

200

0

800

1,460

1,900

4A CONCESSIONS

360

400

4B PRO SHOP

700

1,100

4C SKATE RENTAL

400

400

FACILITY ADMINISTRATION

1,170

1,875

5A CONTROL DESK

175

200

5B STAFF OFFICES

645

1,275

5C PARTNER/AFFILIATE OFFICE/MEETING SPACE

350

400

2,300

5,520

1,630

3,300

0

1,200

6B FIGURE SKATING CHANGING ROOMS

420

420

6C COACHES/OFFICIALS CHANGING ROOMS

250

600

7,360

14,400

2,860

5,200

LOCKER AND CHANGING ROOMS
6A TEAM CHANGING ROOMS, SHOWERS, & RESTROOMS
6B WOMEN'S CHANGING ROOMS, SHOWERS, & RESTROOMS

COMMON SPACES
7A LOBBY / VIEWING / STAGING
7B PUBLIC RESTROOMS

550

1,100

7C CIRCULATION

1,300

5,100

7D SPECTATOR VIEWING

2,650

3,000

0

0

7E VENDING AND CONCESSIONS SEATING AREA

3,990

4,450

8A ICE SUPPORT

2,690

3,050

8B GENERAL STORAGE

1,300

1,300

UTILITY SPACES

8C OUTDOOR SUPPORT & RECEIVING

TOTAL PROGRAM GROSS AREA - SF

UTILITY SPACES
An expanded rink with 2.5 sheets will require additional support and utility spaces.
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0

49,840

100

83,495

CHAPTER 5 – ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL SITES

SITE REQUIREMENTS AND
EVALUATION CRITERIA
To accommodate a building of the recommended
size as indicated in the Building Space Program
Summary and the associated parking, drop-off,
service access, and stormwater detention, a site with
at least 6 acres available for development is
strongly recommended.
This site size recommendation was determined in the
following manner:
Building Footprint

approx. 65,000 SF

(NOTE: Footprint is 1st floor area only)
250 Parking Spaces

104,540 SF

(as required for 750 fixed seats in facility)
Drop-Off & Driveways

20,910 SF

Total Impervious Area

190,450 SF

Allowance For Setbacks

38,090 SF

& Open Space
(20% of impervious area)
Allowance for

28,570 SF

Stormwater Management
(15% of impervious area)
Total Site Area Required 257,110 SF
/ 43,560 sf/ac
= 5.91 acres
It should be noted that it will be possible to
accomplish the program on a site of up to 20%
smaller area if some or all of the required
stormwater management facilities are placed under
parking areas or within setbacks and open space
areas. Therefore, sites of 5 acres or more in size
are able to considered, and were therefore
evaluated for potential Ice Center use.
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Aerial View of Glenview, IL

SITE REQUIREMENTS AND
EVALUATION CRITERIA
Given the size requirement established for the project site, the following additional criteria
were developed to assess each of the sites identified as possible locations for the Ice
Center:
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
Measures the availability of the site for purchase or lease and the capability of the site to
construct a new facility while maintaining operations at the existing facility.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
Measures the ability of the site to accommodate the required parking, site, and building
area for an indoor ice facility and whether the facility could be expanded in the future.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
The cost of acquiring the site.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Location of site relative to major regional and local roadways; ease of access for major
events and tournaments.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
The presence (or lack thereof) of competing facilities in particularly close proximity that
may impact the success of the facility at any given site.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Availability of utilities, existing parking, roadway access, etc.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
The degree to which a site requires measures to mitigate stormwater or floodplain
concerns.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
The degree to which the development would temporarily or permanently/negatively
impact surrounding residential and/or commercial development.
SITE VISIBILITY:
The visibility of the site from heavily traveled streets/roads and/or other developed
elements.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Other considerations not noted above, including potential for shared use, connectivity,
staffing, and ability to generate revenue.
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SITES EVALUATED
With the assistance of Park District staff and the Village of
Glenview Planning Department, the Williams Architects team
identified eighteen possible sites for a Glenview Ice Center, as
follows. Please refer to the site location map on this page.
DISTRICT-OWNED SITES:
SITE ‘A’ – GLENVIEW ICE CENTER (EXISTING SITE)
SITE ‘B” – COMMUNITY PARK WEST
SITE ‘C’ – GLENVIEW PRAIRIE CLUB
SITE ‘D’ – COLE PARK
SITE ‘E’ – CROWLEY PARK
SITE ‘F’ - CUNLIFF PARK
SITE ‘G’ – FLICK PARK
SITE ‘H’ – HAWTHORNE GLEN PARK
SITE ‘J’ – JOHNS PARK
SITE ‘K’ – SLEEPY HOLLOW PARK
SITE ‘L’ – SWENSON PARK
SITE ‘M’ – WEST FORK PARK
SITE ‘N’ – WILLOW PARK
NON-DISTRICT-OWNED SITES:
SITE ‘O’ – 2503 PATRIOT BOULEVARD
SITE ‘P’ – DEE ROAD/CENTRAL
SITE ‘Q’ – 3365 WILLOW ROAD (NORTHBROOK)
SITE ‘R’ – 2945 SHERMER ROAD (NORTHBROOK)
SITE ‘S’ – 3701 WEST LAKE AVENUE
indicates Park District boundaries
indicates local competitive rinks
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘A’: EXISTING ICE CENTER
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is immediately available for development, although
construction may need to be phased to allow for continued
operation of the existing facility.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
Approximately 5 acres. Site is absolute minimum size needed to
accommodate proposed program and associated parking.
Cooperative agreements with Village and/or School District may
help with parking and site access. No ability to expand facility
beyond programmed area.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located in the western section of the Park District. Good
proximity to Interstate 294 and local highways.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Well located. No major indoor ice competitors in close proximity.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Utilities and roadways are in place that are adequate for the
facility.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required. Relatively
small site size suggests part/all of stormwater management
would need to occur under parking lot. No known floodplain
issues.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Since site is currently used as the Ice Center, development impacts
are already known and understood.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Good. Placement of building and entrance orientation on site
could enhance visibility beyond existing conditions.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Potential for cooperative agreements with Village of Glenview
and School District 225 to share site access and/or parking.
Some options for development of this site may require part or all
of the existing facility to be demolished in order to construct a
new facility.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘B’: COMMUNITY PARK WEST
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is immediately available for development.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
Largest site owned by Park District. Significant
opportunities for expansion of facility.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located in the western section of the Park District.
Good proximity to Interstate 294 and local
highways.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Well located. Closer to Mount Prospect Ice Arena
than other sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Utilities will need to be brought to building location,
at considerable expense. The facility may require
extensive construction of driveways to access the
building and parking.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Minimal; bounded by Interstate 294, office complex,
and park property.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Good from Interstate 294; may be difficult to find
from local access roads (i.e. Central, Milwaukee)
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Potential to share parking/site access with existing
office building north of Park District property.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘C’: GLENVIEW PRAIRIE CLUB
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a nine-hole golf course and
paddle tennis facility. Use of the site would require
decommissioning of the golf course.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
39 acres; large site that easily accommodates Ice Center
program. Potential to offer complementary uses such as a
driving range, additional paddle tennis courts, etc.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Centrally located within Glenview, close to The Glen and
Park Center.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Relatively well located. No major ice competitors in close
proximity.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Considerable grading and utility work would be required
to convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Potential impact to townhome development immediately
west of site.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Close proximity to The Glen, but not visible from major
highways or roadways.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Potential staffing synergies with paddle tennis and golf
practice elements. It is believed that restrictions on site use
require a nine-hole golf course to remain, which would
make the site challenging to develop as an Ice Center.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘D’: COLE PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a community park with four
tennis courts, one basketball court, and the Park District’s
indoor tennis facility. Use of the site would require
decommissioning of some or all of the existing park amenities
and possibly the Tennis Club building.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
8 acres. Adequate for minimum development needs, but no
expansion potential. Required size of building consumes
almost entire north-south length of site.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located within the eastern portion of Glenview, in a primarily
residential area.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Further from the geographic center of Glenview than most
sites under consideration. Closer to Wilmette Park District
facility than other sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Considerable grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on all sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Less than ideal – primarily residential area.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Potential staffing synergies with existing Tennis Club if site
area allows for development of Ice Center and Tennis Club
on same site.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘E’: CROWLEY PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with two tennis
courts, one basketball court, a small fieldhouse, and
other amenities. Use of the site would require
decommissioning of some or all of the existing
amenities.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
10.5 acres. Adequate for minimum development needs,
but little to no expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located within the southern portion of Glenview, in a
primarily residential area.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Further from the geographic center of Glenview than
most sites under consideration. Closer to IceLand
Skate and Mount Prospect Ice Arena facility than other
sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on all
sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Less than ideal – primarily residential area.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘F’: CUNLIFF PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with four tennis
courts, one basketball court, a small fieldhouse, and
other amenities. Use of the site would require
decommissioning of some or all of the existing
amenities.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
10 acres; adequate for minimum development needs,
but little to no expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located within the eastern portion of Glenview, in a
primarily residential area.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Further from the geographic center of Glenview than
most sites under consideration. Closer to Wilmette Park
District facility than other sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on all
sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Very poor – site is hidden and accessed through a
residential neighborhood.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘G’: FLICK PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a community park
with several tennis courts, sports fields, outdoor
aquatic center, and other amenities. Use of the site
would require decommissioning of some of the
existing amenities.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
39 acres; some expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located within the southwestern portion of
Glenview, in a primarily residential area.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Generally well located.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Significant grading and utility work would be
required to convert a portion of the site to Ice
Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices
required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on
two sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Less than ideal
neighborhood.

–

primarily

residential

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘H’: HAWTHORNE GLEN PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with tennis
courts, one basketball court, and other amenities. Use
of the site would require decommissioning of all of
the existing amenities at the site.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
7.5 acres; adequate for minimum development
needs, but no expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located in the western section of the Park District.
Good proximity to Interstate 294 and local
highways.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Closer to Northbrook Sports Center facility than
many other sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on
three sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Located close to Willow Road, but most likely siting
of building would set building back from road and
afford poor visibility from a distance.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘J’: JOHNS PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with tennis courts,
one basketball court, and other amenities. Use of the site
would require decommissioning of all of the existing
amenities at the site.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
8.7 acres; adequate for minimum development needs,
but no expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located in the southern portion of the Park District. More
difficult to access given surrounding residential
neighborhood.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Well located. No major indoor ice competitors in close
proximity.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on four
sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Located close to Central Road, but most likely siting of
building would set building back from road and afford
poor visibility from a distance.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘K’: SLEEPY HOLLOW PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with a ballfield,
playground, picnic area, and other amenities. Use of
the site would require decommissioning of all of the
existing amenities at the site.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
7.5 acres; adequate for minimum development needs,
but no expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Centally located within the Park District. More difficult
to access given surrounding residential neighborhood.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Well located. No major indoor ice competitors in close
proximity.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use. The site is heavily
wooded and significant tree removal would be
required to develop the site for this purpose.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on four
sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Very poor; accessed from residential side streets.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘L’: SWENSON PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with two
ballfields, playground, picnic area, skate park, and
other amenities. Use of the site would require
decommissioning of all of the existing amenities at
the site, though it is possible that the existing parking
lot could be expanded for Ice Center use.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
10 acres; adequate for minimum development
needs, but little expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Centrally located within the Park District.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Well located. No major indoor ice competitors in
close proximity.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on
three sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Fair, but in a primarily residential area.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Park improvements at this site appear to be newer
than those at other sites under consideration, thus
eliminating newer infrastructure and investments.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘M’: WEST FORK PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with two ballfields,
playground, picnic area, sport courts, and other amenities.
Use of the site would require decommissioning of all of the
existing amenities at the site, though it is possible that the
existing parking lot could be expanded for Ice Center use.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
10 acres; adequate for minimum development needs, but
no expansion potential due to shape and configuration of
site.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located within the northern section of the Park District.
Good access from Willow Road.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Close proximity to North Shore Ice Arena.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
Proximity of Techny Basin may make site more complicated
to develop than other sites.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Some impact to residential development on south side.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Good.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Park improvements at this site appear to be newer than
those at other sites under consideration, thus eliminating
newer infrastructure and investments.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘N’: WILLOW PARK
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a park with two ballfields,
playground, small field house, sport courts, and other
amenities. Use of the site would require decommissioning
of all of the existing amenities at the site, though it is
possible that the existing parking lot could be expanded
for Ice Center use.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
10 acres; adequate for minimum development needs,
but no expansion potential due to shape and
configuration of site.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
None; currently owned by Park District.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located within the northern section of the Park District.
Access is primarily through residential neighborhoods
from Willow Road.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Site is closer in proximity to Northbrook Park District
Sports Center than other sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Some grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Substantial impact to residential development on three
sides
SITE VISIBILITY:
Not ideal; in primarily residential area.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘O’: 2503 & 2504
PATRIOT BOULEVARD
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently two vacant parcels of approximately
7.5 acres in aggregate size. Other than acquisition and
purchase timing, site could be developed quickly.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
7.5 acres; adequate for minimum development needs,
but no expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
Not currently owned by Park District. Substantial
acquisition cost due to prime location and readiness for
development.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Centrally located within Glenview, close to The Glen
development. Good access from Patriot Boulevard and
Willow Road.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Closer to North Shore Ice Arena than many other sites
under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Minimal investment required; site is development ready.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Very little; primarily office and commercial surrounding
uses.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Not ideal; in primarily industrial area.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Village staff has indicated an Ice Center use will NOT
receive zoning approval.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘P’: DEE ROAD/CENTRAL
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is located across from Apollo School and is
adjacent to Ridgewood Memorial Park. Other than
acquisition and purchase timing, site could be
developed quickly.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
7.5 acres; adequate for minimum development
needs, but no expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
Not currently owned by Park District. Property is not
located within Park District boundaries.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Located in the far southwestern section of Glenview.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Closer to IceLand Skate and Mount Prospect Ice
Arena than any other sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Significant grading and utility work would be
required to convert the site to Ice Center use.
Environmental considerations are unknown.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
ON
NEIGHBORING
DEVELOPMENT:
Moderate; primarily multi-family residential.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Less than ideal; behind/beside Ridgewood Memorial
Park.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘Q’: 3365 WILLOW ROAD
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently utilized as a residence and farm. Other
than acquisition and purchase timing, site could be developed
quickly.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
7.5 acres (farmland and residence; listed online as 4.28
acres); adequate for minimum development needs, but no
expansion potential.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
Not currently owned by Park District. Likely substantial
acquisition cost due to prime location.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Well located near the Interstate 294/Willow Road
interchange. High traffic area. Site would likely only be able
to be accessed from eastbound lanes of Willow Road unless
a signalized intersection is constructed.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Closer in proximity to Northbrook Sports Center than many
other sites under consideration.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Significant grading and utility work would be required to
convert the site to Ice Center use.
Environmental
considerations are unknown.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Significant impact to residential development on three sides.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Good due to location on major roadway.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Site is within Glenview Park District boundaries, but has a
Northbrook mailing address.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘R’: 2945 SHERMER ROAD
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
Now off market. Demolition and site reconstruction will be
required to construct a new facility.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
4.17 acres. May fit required building size, but will likely
not accommodate all required parking.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
Not currently owned by Park District. Listed asking price
was $1,950,000.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Primarily in an industrial/commercial area; accessed from
secondary streets.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Well located. No major indoor ice competitors in close
proximity.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Existing infrastructure and utilities are likely adequate for
Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices required. Size
of site and required parking most likely will dictate
underground storage.
NEGATIVE IMPACT ON NEIGHBORING DEVELOPMENT:
Very little.
SITE VISIBILITY:
Less than ideal; tucked back in industrial area.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Site is within Glenview Park District boundaries, but has a
Northbrook mailing address. More investigation of the
existing building is needed to determine if the building
can be utilized in part or in whole as a shell for an Ice
Center facility.
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SITE ANALYSIS:
SITE ‘S’: 3701 WEST LAKE AVENUE
SITE AVAILABILITY/TIMING:
The site is currently for sale and is an office
building for Pioneer Press. Significant demolition is
required to utilize the site as an Ice Center.
SITE SIZE AND SCALABILITY:
Under 3 acres. Site is not large enough for
programmed building size and required parking
without considering a multi-level parking structure.
SITE ACQUISITION COST:
Not currently owned by Park District. Building is
currently for sale for an asking price of
$2,700,000.
SITE LOCATION AND ACCESS:
Well located at West Lake Avenue and Pfingsten
Road.
SERVICE AREA/COMPETITION:
Well located, though very close to Jet Hockey
Training Arena.
SITE INFRASTRUCTURE/IMPROVEMENTS:
Existing infrastructure and utilities are likely
adequate for Ice Center use.
STORMWATER/FLOODPLAIN CONSIDERATIONS:
Typical stormwater management practices
required. Size of site and required parking most
likely will dictate underground storage.
NEGATIVE
IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT:
Very little.

ON

NEIGHBORING

SITE VISIBILITY:
Good.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
None.
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GLENVIEW PARK DISTRICT ICE CENTER - MATRIX OF SITE CRITERIA SCORES

Site C Site B Site E Community Glenview Site D - Cole Crowley
Park West Prairie Club
Park
Park

Site L Site K Site H Swenson
Sleepy
Hawthorne
Site J Site F Site G Park
Cunliff Park Flick Park Glen Park Johns Park Hollow Park

Site M Site O - Site P - Dee Site Q West Fork
Site N - 2503 & 2504 Road/Centr 3365 Willow
Park
Willow Park Patriot
al
Road

Site R 2945
Shermer Site S - 3701
Road
West Lake

Priority/ Weight
Factor

Site A Existing
Site

Site Availability & Timing

5

8

10

6

6

6

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

10

10

10

0

3

Site Size & Scalability

5

8

10

9

3

5

6

8

3

3

2

8

6

3

9

9

8

4

1

Site Acquisition Cost

5

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1

3

2

3

2

Site Location and Access

5

10

6

8

3

3

2

6

7

4

2

6

8

6

8

4

7

8

9

Service Area/Competition

4

10

8

8

6

6

6

10

6

8

8

8

4

6

8

4

6

8

10

Site Infrastructure/Improvements

4

8

1

4

4

4

4

8

4

4

3

6

8

6

8

6

6

7

6

Stormwater/Floodplain Considerations

4

6

8

7

6

6

6

8

6

6

5

6

3

6

8

8

8

5

5

Negative Impact On Neighboring
Development

4

10

10

5

2

2

2

4

3

4

1

4

6

2

10

6

4

10

8

Site Visibility

2

9

9

7

3

3

2

4

5

4

1

4

10

4

8

3

8

5

9

Miscellaneous Considerations

2

10

7

3

7

5

5

3

5

5

5

3

5

5

0

4

5

7

3

354

320

281

202

208

201

279

226

221

180

260

264

223

292

240

257

219

215

1

2

4

16

15

17

5

10

12

18

7

6

11

3*

9

8

13

14

Criteria

Weighted Totals
Rank

NOT ZONED

Notes and Comments:

OFF
MARKET

1) Priority/Weight Factor is a measure of the relative importance of each criterium relative to this specific project on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being most important and 1 being least important.
2) Each site receives a score for each of the identified criteria on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being most positive and 1 being most negative.
3) Each criteria score is multiplied by the criteria's priority/weight factor and added together to arrive at a total score for each site.
4) * indicates that Village Planning staff indicates re-zoning of property for Ice Center use is unlikely.
5) Columns shaded in light blue indicate that development of the Ice Center on this property is not possible despite scoring factors. Site O will not be zoned by the Village for this use, and Site R is off the market.
6) Rankings indicated in RED indicate top two scores.
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SITE ANALYSIS: CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis of all available data concerning each site,
the consulting team strongly recommends maintaining the
Glenview Ice Center at its existing site on Landwehr Road.
Factors suggesting that the existing site is particularly
appropriate
for
this
use
include
the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodates the core site and building program
Familiar location to users
No acquisition cost; available to develop immediately
Good visibility; well located in relation to major highways
and roadways
Minimal to no negative impact to surrounding residential
development
Does not require costly infrastructure/utility work
Does not result in loss of other park amenities

It is noted that the size of the existing Ice Center site is slightly
smaller than our team’s recommended site size presented within
this Report, but preliminary analysis (and subsequent design
concepts presented later in this Report) indicate that it will
accommodate the required building and site elements.
The second highest scoring site (Community Park West) is a large
property with ample space for construction, potential expansion
opportunities, and is District-owned, but the cost to develop
necessary infrastructure (utilities and site access) is extremely high
compared to most of the other sites under consideration.
Consulting team member W.B. Olson indicates that the cost of
bringing needed utilities to this site will exceed $1 million. Most, if
not all, of the remaining District owned sites evaluated would
experience a loss of existing amenities and considerable
negative impact to surrounding residential development if an Ice
Center facility were to be constructed at those locations.
Some of the non-District owned sites considered as part of this
analysis appear to be worthy of consideration for an Ice Center
at first glance. However, initial acquisition cost, zoning restrictions,
and proximity to other local ice providers make these sites
difficult or impossible to consider for Ice Center development.
Furthermore, several of the sites have a Northbrook mailing
address.
For these reasons, the consulting team recommends maintaining
the Glenview Ice Center at its existing site, and has developed
concepts for both expansion/renovation and a replacement
facility at that location. Should an alternative site be considered,
the replacement facility plan concept could be modified to suit
another site.
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CHAPTER 6 – DESIGN CONCEPTS

DESIGN CONCEPT 1:
EXPANSION/REMODELING

In consultation and collaboration with Gewalt Hamilton
Associates (civil and stormwater engineering) and
Hitchcock Design Group (site and landscape design), the
Williams Team prepared several different design
concepts for expansion of the existing facility and a new
replacement facility. Based on feedback received at
several Special Revenue Committee meetings, the team
refined and developed two site and building design
concepts utilizing the existing site, as follows:
1: Expansion/Remodeling
2: New Facility
Each of the two concepts developed meet all of the site
and building program requirements stated earlier in this
Report. Furthermore, both options:
•

Maximize parking on existing site, and do not require
shared use with other properties to achieve required
parking counts

•

Improve entrance, drop-off, and exit sequence

•

Create a visual presence for the facility along
Landwehr Road

•

Maintain use of existing main sheet of ice and minimal
support facilities while facility is constructed

Both options have unique considerations and particular
advantages, which will be discussed in further detail in the
following pages.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 1-ADDITION/REMODELING
In this design concept for an expansion and remodeling of the
existing facility, the existing full sheet of ice would remain (to be
renovated to match the quality level and appearance of new
construction) and the addition to the building would extend to the
north part of the site. The building has a north-south orientation
and utilizes much of the middle portion of the site. Parking would
extend around the perimeter of the site.
PARKING CONSIDERATIONS
There are an estimated 230-250 parking spaces that could be
achieved on the site with this concept. There would be a
designated drop off on the west portion of the site near the main
entrance. There are accessible parking stalls located adjacent to
the entrance to enhance ADA compliance, as well as some
regular parking stalls directly in front of the facility. The majority
of the parking is found to the north quadrant of the site or behind
the building, to the east. There are two driveways to enter into
the site off of Landwehr Road. The entrances into the site are
ideal for allowing the drop off lane to function properly as well
keeping the flow of traffic moving throughout the site. It may be
possible to modify the plan to align the site entrance with Linden
Tree Lane on the west side of Landwehr Road.
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
In order to maximize parking on site, this concept assumes that
required stormwater management measures would be
accomplished through a combination of underground storage
vaults and permeable paving as limited pervious area would
remain following construction.
ENTRANCE
The entrance to the facility is due West, bisecting the existing rink
and the two new rinks that extend to the north. The north parking
section would have to walk south and then around the perimeter
of the building to get to the entrance plaza. There is an exit only
escape route to the north façade of the building that is not
accessible to enter. The back portion of the parking lot would
have to walk around the entire perimeter of the building to get
to the entrance. This is one disadvantage to this concept.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 1-ADDITION/REMODELING
This concept was developed to utilize as much of the structure,
space, and infrastructure of the existing main rink as possible
while constructing an addition to provide the balance of
amenities and spaces recommended by the Building Space
Program Summary. Construction would be phased in a
manner to allow for continuous operation of the existing main
rink for as long as possible during construction of the addition;
following completion of the addition, the existing rink would
be renovated to match the level of finish and appearance of
the new portions of the facility.
HIGHLIGHTS
The two new rinks, including a full NHL size Championship rink
and a small studio rink, extend north of the existing rink, and
in an opposite orientation. A long corridor of team rooms will
serve both of these additions. The existing rink will utilized the
existing team rooms but will be reconfigured and updated.
Visibility into the rinks is highly increased with spectator
viewing opportunities that exist on both levels of the building.
The second floor hosts a large multipurpose room with views
to the outside and lots of natural daylight. The dry land
fitness space also located on the second level provides
opportunities for viewpoints into either the recreational rink or
the Championship rink. The second floor provides interesting
architectural character by opening the floor plates to allow
for more light and greater volumes of spaces.
From an operational standpoint, the new lobby is large and
spacious and provides views to all three rinks. The
administration area is located directly off the lobby to
provide ease of control and operations. The expanded pro
shop has a vast presence along the front façade which can
provide for greater street visibility. The ice mechanicals are
located in the existing location to serve both full ice sheets,
but are connected to allow for the Zamboni to service both
sheets. The studio rink may also be serviced by the same
Zamboni, or a secondary Zamboni can service the rinks
simultaneously during peak hours.

LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN
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DESIGN CONCEPT 1ADDITION/REMODELING

POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF THIS CONCEPT:
•

Cost advantages from re-using existing
foundations and structure of main rink
compared to new construction.

•

Support spaces can be shared to serve two
main ice rinks.

•

Zamboni can navigate throughout to serve all

•

Team corridors separate public and

rinks if necessary.
participant traffic flows.
•

Potential for more natural light throughout
upper level through openings in floor plate.

•

Party room adjacent to studio rink, beneficial
for both program spaces.

•

Dry land fitness space can have views into
two main rinks

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES OF THIS CONCEPT:
ICE /SPECTATOR VIEWING

UPPER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

•

Larger footprint (first floor area) due to reutilization of existing rink footprint.

•

Existing rink orientation and access point is
main driver of design and facility layout.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 1ADDITION/REMODELING
POTENTIAL PHASING STRATEGIES
As any significant loss of use due to construction
would greatly affect Ice Center programming
and revenues, the team has developed
conceptual phasing strategies to illustrate how a
level of ice availability can be maintained
throughout the project, as follows:
PHASE ONE
Phase one shows the outline of the existing
building and its position on site.
PHASE TWO
Phase two would be the first step in the
construction efforts. The area just north of the
rink would be demolished in order to make way
for the new addition to the facility. A temporary
wall would need to be constructed along the
north edge of the existing rink to protect the rink
and ice systems from the construction occurring
immediately to the north.

PHASE ONE

PHASE TWO

PHASE THREE

PHASE FOUR

PHASE THREE
The existing rink would remain largely untouched
for the duration of the new construction while the
addition is constructed. Operations can proceed
on the rink with some support spaces until the
new addition is complete.
PHASE FOUR
Once the addition is complete, the main rink that
was part of the original facility will be
renovated to the standards and finishes of the
new facility so that the building remains
cohesive. The facility is now complete to contain
1 1/2 newly constructed ice sheets and rinks and
1 sheet and rink that had been renovated.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 1ADDITION/RENOVATION

3-D MASSING DIAGRAM
The Williams Team prepared conceptual
3D massing diagrams and fly-around
animations for each of the concepts
presented. The intent of these diagrams
is not to suggest or indicate architectural
design elements or materials but rather
to convey a sense of scale and
relationship to surrounding elements
For this design concept, the three rink
volumes are distinctively outlined in this
building massing diagram. The entrance
to the facility is directly in the center and
has a large entrance plaza to expand
the common space of the building. There
are opportunities for green buffers
between the building and the side walk.
There is a large amount of uninterrupted
glass surface near the entrance which
could allow for expansive views into the
facility. The pro shop has great visibility
from the street and higher potential to
draw in outside customers. Finally, the
existing rink would be re-skinned with
new metal panel exterior facing and a
new roof to match the new portions of
the facility.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 2:
REPLACEMENT FACILITY

In consultation and collaboration with Gewalt Hamilton
Associates (civil and stormwater engineering) and
Hitchcock Design Group (site and landscape design), the
Williams Team prepared several different design
concepts for expansion of the existing facility and a
new replacement facility. Based on feedback received
at several Special Revenue Committee meetings, the
team refined and developed two site and building
design concepts utilizing the existing site, as follows:
1: Expansion/Remodeling
2: New Facility
Each of the two concepts developed meet all of the site
and building program requirements stated earlier in this
Report. Furthermore, both options:
•

Maximize parking on existing site, and do not
require shared use with other properties to achieve
required parking counts

•

Improve entrance, drop-off, and exit sequence

•

Create a visual presence for the facility along
Landwehr Road

•

Maintain use of existing main sheet of ice and
minimal support facilities while facility is constructed

Both options have unique considerations and particular
advantages, which are discussed in further detail in this
report.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 2 NEW FACILITY
Design Concept 2 was developed to be built as an
entirely new facility. The facility is more compact in
footprint (first floor area) and the two main rinks share the
same orientation as each other allowing for support
spaces to more easily serve both rinks. The facility is
placed further north on the site to allow for part of the
existing rink to remain operational while construction is
underway.
PARKING LOT CONSIDERATIONS
There are an estimated 260-270 parking spaces that
could be achieved with this concept - approximately 30 or
more parking spaces than with Concept 1. The new facility
has a better placement on the site and subdivides the
parking into the north quadrant and the southern
quadrant. This allows equal distribution of cars to either
part of the site. An access drive on the east side of the
building will connect these two sections. As with the first
concept, there is a designated drop off lane in the front of
the building allowing for traffic flow and increased user
ability. Two driveways have been provided to allow for
better entrance and exit flow.
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
In order to maximize parking on site, this concept assumes
that required stormwater management measures would be
accomplished through a combination of underground
storage vaults and permeable paving as limited pervious
area would remain following construction.
ENTRANCE
Since the parking lot has been subdivided into two main
sections, both users from the north and the south would
have about equal distance traveled to the entrance. The
entrance is located due west, allowing more street
presence for the facility from Landwehr Road. There is a
linear entrance plaza that is partially covered with an
overhang and could provide seating opportunities to
expand the common space of the building.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 2 NEW FACILITY
This concept was conceived to be an entirely new
facility. The new building would give a newfound
identity to the site and for the building in the community.
The ability to build a new facility would allow for a
more compact floor plan and may realize operational
efficiencies from an operations standpoint. The new
facility footprint would be built just north of the existing
rink to allow the full sheet of ice to maintain operations
until full construction of the new facility is complete.
HIGHLIGHTS
The two new full sheets of ice, including a full NHL size
Championship rink and a new recreational rink that are
oriented in the same direction with a corridor of team,
women’s and men’s and coaches locker rooms between
the two full size rinks. This corridor also contains rooms
for referees and coaches. This block of space is in a nonpublic corridor and would be efficiently controlled from
a managerial perspective. There may be less confusion
as to where these rooms are located in comparison to
Concept 1. The administrative offices are located
nearest to the open lobby and check in is conveniently
placed as it is the first thing a user experiences upon
entering the facility. The party room is located to the
south, could benefit from its own entrance, and could
have easy access to the parking area. The upper floor is
a more efficient layout than that of Concept 1. The
reduction of long corridors makes the overall layout
more efficient for finding the fitness space and multipurpose rooms.
The more compact floor plan could be easier to manage
and maintain. The two rinks can share a large ice
support space which has ample room for storage and
allows the Zamboni to pass through to either rink. The
support is placed out of sight and to the back of the
facility. The team corridor provides excellent control
quality as does the check in location, allowing the staff
to view and control where people flow throughout the
building.
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LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

DESIGN CONCEPT 2NEW FACILITY

POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF THIS CONCEPT:
•

Configuration eliminates limitations and
challenges of adding to existing facility

•

More centralized team rooms and support spaces

•

Support spaces can be shared to serve two main
ice rinks

•

Zamboni can navigate throughout to serve all
rinks.

•

Team corridors separate public and participant
traffic flows

•

Stacked restroom block for ease of plumbing
maintenance and lower construction costs

•

Storage found on both levels

•

More parking spaces

•

Less distance traveled from parking lot to
entrance

ICE/SPECTATOR VIEWING

•

Better quality of control and operations

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES OF THIS CONCEPT:

UPPER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

•

Cost of constructing entirely new facility vs. reusing portion of existing

•

Multi-purpose room does not have outside views

•

Party room not adjacent to studio rink

•

Concessions and Pro Shop not as centralized
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DESIGN CONCEPT 2NEW FACILITY
POTENTIAL PHASING STRATEGIES
As any significant loss of use due to
construction would greatly affect Ice Center
programming and revenues, the team has
developed conceptual phasing strategies to
illustrate how a level of ice availability can be
maintained throughout the project, as follows:
PHASE ONE
Phase one shows the outline of the existing
building and its position on site.
PHASE TWO
Phase two would be the first step in the
construction efforts. The area just north of the
rink would be demolished in order to make
way for the new addition to the facility. A
temporary wall would need to be constructed
along the north edge of the existing rink to
protect the rink and ice systems from the
construction occurring immediately to the north.

PHASE ONE

PHASE TWO

PHASE THREE
The existing rink would remain untouched for
the duration of the new construction.
Operations can proceed in the existing rink
with some support spaces until the new facility
is complete.
PHASE FOUR
Once the new facility is complete, the main
rink that was part of the old facility will be
demolished. After the existing rink has been
demolished and removed, site restoration and
new parking will be constructed.

PHASE THREE
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PHASE FOUR

DESIGN CONCEPT 2NEW FACILITY

3-D MASSING DIAGRAM
The
Williams
Team
prepared
conceptual 3D massing diagrams and
fly-around animations for each of the
concepts presented. The intent of these
diagrams is not to suggest or indicate
architectural design elements or
materials but rather to convey a sense
of scale and relationship to surrounding
elements.
Unlike Design Concept 1, the two
volumes of the two full- sized sheets are
set back further from Landwehr Road,
creating a “terraced” effect in the
design with lower heights of the
building closer to the street. An
architectural overhang on the west
façade can be utilized to provide
shade and shelter while effectively
signifying the entrance to the facility. A
small, more linear entrance plaza is
located to the west and provides a
covered walkway area from users
approaching from the southern parking
section.
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CHAPTER 7 - PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL COSTS

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL COSTS - CONCEPT 1

SUBSTRUCTURE (foundations)

$

1,071,381

Construction management firm W.B. Olson, Inc. (WBO) of Northbrook was engaged
as part of the Williams Team to provide input regarding constructability and
phasing for the design concepts as they were developed and prepared. In close
consultation with the design team, WBO prepared conceptual cost estimates for
each of the two design concepts that are presented in this Study.

SUPERSTRUCTURE (steel wall, floor, and roof framing)

$

1,880,840

EXTERIOR ENCLOSURE (wall panels, masonry, glass)

$

1,113,350

ROOFING

$

1,105,700

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION (interior walls)

$

1,283,135

STAIRS/STAIR FINISHES

$

132,224

Detailed discussions were held between WBO and the design team to ascertain
likely systems and levels of finish for each space and area of the facility as well as
the level of site development required. WBO utilized its historical database of costs
and bid results to arrive at estimated costs for the facility. Costs are further broken
down by type of construction and building and site elements to arrive at a total
construction cost.

INTERIOR FINISHES (flooring, paint, ceilings)

$

594,993

Concept 1 is envisioned to have exterior wall construction of an insulated metal
panel system and pre-engineered metal building structures matching the existing ice
rink, with some masonry and glass accents in and around the entrance to the facility.
At this phase in a project’s development it should be noted that since very little has
actually been designed and no engineering has taken place, contingencies must be
added to the construction costs to allow for changes in the design and scope of the
project as design progresses as well as for unforeseen circumstances that may arise
during construction. Furthermore, costs for construction administration such as project
supervision, management, temporary access, and other construction-related matters
are also taken into consideration. These factors result in what is the true estimated
construction cost of the facility at the present time.
At the time WBO prepared these estimates, the design concept was not completely
finalized. Therefore, an adjustment was made to their original estimates to reflect
the building area indicated in the two concepts presented in this Study.
Finally, professional services for engineering, architectural design, surveying,
geotechnical, and legal services as well as costs for furniture, fixtures, and
equipment must be determined and added to the construction cost to arrive at a
realistic total project budget – the cost for the entire building, equipment within, and
all of the services that are required to make it a reality.
It is emphasized that these costs are extremely preliminary in nature and are based
on the limited design information prepared within this Study. There would be
numerous opportunities to reduce costs if needed to meet budget requirements;
should the project move forward, the cost estimates will continue to be refined to
reflect the design.

CONVEYING SYSTEMS (elevator)

$

70,000

PLUMBING (piping and fixtures)

$

630,900

HVAC (heating and cooling systems)

$

2,054,640

FIRE PROTECTION (fire sprinklers)

$

314,038

ELECTRICAL (lighting and power distribution inside bldg)

$

2,260,571

ICE SYSTEMS & REFRIGERATION (all ice equipment)

$

2,947,000

FURNISHINGS (casework, control desks)

$

160,000

SITE PREPARATION (site demolition, grading)

$

622,820

SITE IMPROVEMENTS (paving, curbs, landscaping)

$

994,935

SITE MECHANICAL/PLUMBING (stormwater, water/sewer)

$

901,250
395,000

SITE ELECTRICAL (electrical service, parking lighting)

$

WINTER CONDITIONS (temporary walls and enclosures)

$

50,000

CONSTRUCTION COST TOTALS

$

18,582,777

DESIGN CONTINGENCY (10%)

$

1,858,278

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY (5%)

$

929,139

DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY TOTALS

$

2,787,417

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION
(CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, BONDS,
INSURANCE, AND GENERAL CONDITIONS)

$

1,962,864

ESCALATION (5% PER YEAR AFTER 2017)

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST - 82,925 SF

$

23,333,058

ADJUSTMENT FOR CURRENT AREA (570 SF)

$

159,289

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST - 83,495 SF

$

23,492,347

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (8% OF CONSTRUCTION)

$

1,761,926

FURNITURE, FIXTURES, AND EQUIPMENT

$

550,000

TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET - 83,495 SF
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$

281.36 /SF

$ 25,804,273

$309.05 /SF

SUBSTRUCTURE (foundations)

$

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL COSTS –
CONCEPT 2

1,406,319

SUPERSTRUCTURE (steel wall, floor, and roof framing)

$

2,084,015

EXTERIOR ENCLOSURE (wall panels, masonry, glass)

$

1,974,130

ROOFING

$

1,101,104
1,344,035

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION (interior walls)

$

STAIRS/STAIR FINISHES

$

132,224

INTERIOR FINISHES (flooring, paint, ceilings)

$

565,835

CONVEYING SYSTEMS (elevator)

$

70,000

PLUMBING (piping and fixtures)

$

695,700

HVAC (heating and cooling systems)

$

2,888,970

FIRE PROTECTION (fire sprinklers)

$

312,697

ELECTRICAL (lighting and power distribution inside bldg)

$

2,773,886

ICE SYSTEMS & REFRIGERATION (all ice equipment)

$

3,139,500

FURNISHINGS (casework, control desks)

$

160,000

SITE PREPARATION (site demolition, grading)

$

425,220

SITE IMPROVEMENTS (paving, curbs, landscaping)

$

1,063,045

SITE MECHANICAL/PLUMBING (stormwater, water/sewer)

$

1,200,250

SITE ELECTRICAL (electrical service, parking lighting)

$

481,000

WINTER CONDITIONS (temporary walls and enclosures)

$

100,000

CONSTRUCTION COST TOTALS

$

21,917,930

DESIGN CONTINGENCY (10%)

$

2,191,793

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY (5%)

$

1,095,897

DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY TOTALS

$

3,287,690

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION
(CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, BONDS,
INSURANCE, AND GENERAL CONDITIONS)

$

2,041,834

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST - 82,542 SF

$

27,247,454

Construction management firm W.B. Olson, Inc. (WBO) of Northbrook was engaged as
part of the Williams Team to provide input regarding constructability and
phasing for the design concepts as they were developed and prepared. In close
consultation with the design team, WBO prepared conceptual cost estimates for
each of the two design concepts that are presented in this Study.

Detailed discussions were held between WBO and the design team to ascertain
likely systems and levels of finish for each space and area of the facility as well
as the level of site development required. WBO utilized its historical database of
costs and bid results to arrive at estimated costs for the facility. Costs are further
broken down by type of construction and building and site elements to arrive at a
total construction cost.
Concept 2 is envisioned to have exterior wall construction primarily of precast
concrete panels with some brick or stone inlay and conventional steel roof
structure, with some masonry and glass accents in and around the entrance to the
facility. This results in a more durable facility with more aesthetic freedom than
the pre-engineered building approach of Concept 1, but at a higher cost.
At this phase in a project’s development it should be noted that since very little
has actually been designed and no engineering has taken place, contingencies
must be added to the construction costs to allow for changes in the design and
scope of the project as design progresses as well as for unforeseen circumstances
that may arise during construction. Furthermore, costs for construction
administration such as project supervision, management, temporary access, and
other construction-related matters are also taken into consideration. These factors
result in what is the true estimated construction cost of the facility at the present
time.

ESCALATION (5% PER YEAR AFTER 2017)

ADJUSTMENT FOR CURRENT AREA (953 SF)

$

314,589

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST - 83,495 SF

$

27,562,043

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (7.5% OF CONSTRUCTION)

$

2,067,153

FURNITURE, FIXTURES, AND EQUIPMENT

$

550,000

TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET - 83,495 SF

At the time WBO prepared these estimates, the design concept was not
completely finalized. Therefore, an adjustment was made to their original
estimates to reflect the building area indicated in the two concepts presented in
this Study.

$

Finally, professional services for engineering, architectural design, surveying,
geotechnical, and legal services as well as costs for furniture, fixtures, and
equipment must be determined and added to the construction cost to arrive at a
realistic total project budget – the cost for the entire building, equipment within,
and all of the services that are required to make it a reality.

330.10 /SF

$30,179,196

$ 361.45 /SF

It is emphasized that these costs are extremely preliminary in nature and are
based on the limited design information prepared within this Study. There would
be numerous opportunities to reduce costs if needed to meet budget
requirements; should the project move forward, the cost estimates will continue to
be refined to reflect the design.
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CHAPTER 8 – FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS AND PRO FORMA

FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
AND PRO FORMA
Following completion of concept designs and associated capital cost
estimates, the Johnson Consulting team (with significant assistance from
and review by Ice Center staff) prepared statements of projected
revenue and expenses associated with the specific design, layout, size,
and features of the proposed facility. The next several pages include
charts of information relating to revenue and expenses that were
presented to the Park Board of Commissioners at its April 2017
meeting. All of this information was utilized to prepare a ten-year pro
forma projection of estimated revenue and expenses for an expanded
or new Ice Center facility.
It is important to note that any change to the size or scope of the
facility would cause associated changes to revenue and expenses
associated with operating the facility; if at a future point the program
or scope of the project should be modified, these assumptions will need
to be revisited.
PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTION REVENUES-HOCKEY
Growth potential (expanded programming)
•

Youth program has room to expand

•

Women’s hockey is a growing sport

•

Local demand for prime time hockey rental

•

National growth in hockey participation

•

Adult programming opportunities

•

Fees remain unchanged

Program & Instruction Revenues: Hockey
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Total
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Total

Historical
Demand
352
50
175
700
160
75
30
10
100
150
1,802
Historical
Fee
$850
$262
$50
$182
$196
$227
$133
$950
$15
$25

Projected
Growth
15%
10%
10%
10%
5%
10%
50%
0%
0%
10%
11%

Projected
Demand
405
55
193
770
168
83
45
10
100
165
1,993

Projected
Growth
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected
Fee
$850
$262
$50
$182
$196
$227
$133
$950
$15
$25

Historical
Revenue
$299,090
$13,110
$8,695
$127,120
$31,384
$17,004
$3,992
$9,500
$1,500
$3,750
$515,145

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting
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Projected
Revenue
$343,954
$14,421
$9,565
$139,832
$32,953
$18,704
$5,988
$9,500
$1,500
$4,125
$580,542

Program & Instruction Revenues: Figure Skating
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Total
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Total

Historical Projected
Demand
Growth
1,200
38
350
330
375
85
1,500
200
4,078

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Historical Projected
Fee
Growth
$154
0%
$1,355
0%
$94
$73
$51
$235
$1
$15

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected
Demand
1,212
38
354
333
379
86
1,515
202
4,119
Projected
Fee
$154
$1,355
$94
$73
$51
$235
$1
$15

Historical
Revenue
$185,000
$51,480
$33,000
$24,000
$19,000
$20,000
$1,000
$3,000

Projected
Revenue
$186,850
$51,995
$33,330
$24,240
$19,190
$20,200
$1,010
$3,030

$336,480

$339,845

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting

PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTION
REVENUES - FIGURE SKATING

Limited Growth Potential
• Fluctuations in GIC figure skating
participation
• National participation rate
declining
• Fees remain unchanged

Glenview Park District Figure Skating Participation
Fall
Winter
Spring Summer
Total
2014
320
311
372
191
1,194
394
416
189
1,311
2015
312
2016
305
376
399
175
1,255
Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting
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PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTION
REVENUES-MARTIAL ARTS

Program & Instruction Revenues: Martial Arts
Consistent demand

Event

• Potential to expand participation

Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate

numbers with dedicated
multipurpose space
• Fees remain unchanged

Event
Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate
Event

Historical
Demand

Projected
Growth

Projected
Demand

103
121
119
107

1%
1%
1%
1%
Projected
Growth

104
122
120
108

Historical Fee
$146
$149
$151
$140
Historical
Revenue

0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected Fee
$146
$149
$151
$140
Projected
Revenue

Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate

$15,000
$18,000
$18,000
$15,000

$15,150
$18,180
$18,180
$15,150

Total

$66,000

$66,660

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting
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FACILITY RENTAL REVENUES IN-SEASON / PRIME TIME

Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Rates (In-season)
Hourly Rate:
Total hours
Hourly Rate:
Recognized
Available per
Other
Organization
Week

Surface
Studio

-

$160

40

Main 1

$370

$385

53

Main 2
$370
$385
Total PT Hours Available per Week

53
146

• Hourly rates remain unchanged
• 65 main rink hours used by
recognized organizations per week
• 36 studio hours utilized by
programs and rented by other
organizations
• 27 main rink hours utilized by
programs
and
rented
by
organizations

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting
Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Hours & Revenues (In-season)
Hours Utilized:
Hourly
Recognized
Rate
Organization
$160/hour
-

Program

Other

Flex
Maintenance

34

2

4

$370/hour

65

24

$385/hour

-

0

Total

65

58

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

Total
Weekly
Revenues
Revenues
(In-season)
$320
$8,320

7

$24,050

$625,300

3

7

$1,155

$30,030

5

18

$25,525

$663,650

Glenview Ice Center
Prime Time Hours
Studio

M-F 5-9pm
Sa-Su 9am-7pm
Total = 40 hours

Main

M-F 5-10pm
Sa-Su 7am-9pm
Total = 53 hours
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FACILITY RENTAL REVENUES OFF-SEASON / PRIME TIME

Surface

Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Rates (Off-Season)
Total hours
Hourly Rate:
Hourly Rate:
Available per
Recognized
Other
Week
Organizations

• Hourly rates remain unchanged

Studio

• 130 hours utilized due to historic
downturn during off- seasons

Main 2
$370
$385
Total PT Hours Available per Week

Main 1

$370

$160

40

$385

53
53
146

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Hours & Revenues (Off-Season)

$160/hour

Hours Utilized:
Recognized
Organizations
-

20

12

4

$1,920

Total
Revenues
(Off-Season)
$49,920

$370/hour

10

30

-

7

$3,700

$96,200

$385/hour

-

-

40

7

$15,400

$400,400

Total

10

50

52

18

$21,020

$546,520

Hourly
Rate

Program

Other

Flex
Maintenance

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

Glenview Ice Center
Prime Time Hours
Studio

M-F 5-9pm
Sa-Su 9am-7pm
Total = 40 hours

Main

M-F 5-10pm
Sa-Su 7am-9pm
Total = 53 hours
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Weekly
Revenues

Surface

Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Rates (Off-Season)
Hourly Rate:
Total hours
Hourly Rate:
Recognized
Available per
Other
Organizations
Week

Studio
Main 1

$370

$160

40

$385

53

Main 2
$370
$385
Total PT Hours Available per Week

FACILITY RENTAL REVENUES NON-PRIME TIME

• Hourly rates remain unchanged
• 130 hours utilized due to historic
downturn during off- seasons

53
146

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Hours & Revenues (Off-Season)

$160/hour

Hours Utilized:
Recognized
Organizations
-

Hourly
Rate

Program

Other

Flex
Maintenance

Weekly
Revenues

20

12

4

$1,920

Total
Revenues
(Off-Season)
$49,920

$370/hour

10

30

-

7

$3,700

$96,200

$385/hour

-

-

40

7

$15,400

$400,400

Total

10

50

52

18

$21,020

$546,520

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

Glenview Ice Center
Prime Time Hours
Studio

M-F 5-9pm
Sa-Su 9am-7pm
Total = 40 hours

Main

M-F 5-10pm
Sa-Su 7am-9pm
Total = 53 hours
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FACILITY RENTAL REVENUES NON-PRIME TIME
• Approximately $153,000 annually in
non-prime rental revenue
• Programs and Instruction
US Basic Skills
Ice Show
Figure Skating Competitions

Annual Non-Prime Rental Revenues

Youth Hockey League
Development Classes & Clinics
Karate
Special Events
Hockey Tournaments (2 per
year)
Admissions
Public Skating
Membership
Public Skating Season Pass

Event
Party, strictly room user
Hockey Private ice usage (Metro) in Staff and Private ice usage
Open hockey user fees and punch cards
Winter non-con individual rentals
Contracted ice fall & summer & summer hockey camps
Misc.
Total

Facility Rental
Ice Rental (prime time in-season,
off-season)
Non-prime annual rental
Skate rental plus room rental
Sales Lease
Concession, Vending and Pro
Shop leases
Other Income
Advertising
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Historical
Revenue

Projected
Growth

Projected
Revenue

$6,000
$14,000
$3,000
$45,000
$80,000
$3,500

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

$6,060
$14,140
$3,030
$45,450
$80,800
$3,535
$153,015

FACILITY EXPENSES
Facility expenses anticipated include:
• Salary and Wages

Glenview Ice Arena Expenses Assumptions
Expense

Salary and Wages
Contractual Services
Professional Services (Marketing)
Utilities

Calculation

37% of projected revenues

• Contractual Services
• Professional

Services

• Utilities
• Fuel/Heat

$0.31/sf

• Electricity

$3.25/sf

• Water

7% of projected revenues

Other Expenses
Maintenance and Repairs

8% of projected revenues

Professional Training and Engagement
Capital Purchases

1% of projected revenues

6% of projected revenues
3% of projected revenues

(including

marketing staff)

9% of projected revenues

Commodities (General & Program Supplies)

Source: Johnson Consulting

• Full-time and part-time staff

• Commodities
• General & Program Supplies
• FF&E
• Hockey Tournaments
Other expenses
• Employee taxes, IMRF, and
insurance
Membership
Public Skating Season Pass
Maintenance & Repairs
Professional Training and Engagement
Capital Purchases
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TEN-YEAR PROJECTED
PRO FORMA
This Pro Forma is a 10 year projection of
estimated revenues and expenses intended
to give overview of the complete estimated
financial performance of the facility.
The following remarks are offered in
response
to
questions
posed
by
Commissioners and Staff during initial
presentation of these findings:
Employee
taxes,
retirement
fund
contributions (IMRF), and other benefits are
captured in “Other Expenses” within this Pro
Forma.
Capital purchase expenses are indicated as
starting in year 3 of the facility’s operation
due to the presence of warranties on major
systems in the facility’s first two years of
operations. Other capital systems may have
longer warranties, but the team recommends
beginning to plan for capital expenditures
and replacements in year 3 of the facility’s
operation.
General
and
administration
costs
attributable to the facility’s operations have
been added to the Pro Forma and factored
into the Net Operating Income figures
shown.
Based on all presently available data, the
facility is projected to generate net
operating income margins of approximately
12 to 13 percent above expenses beginning
in year 3 of the facility’s operation.
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POTENTIAL NEXT STEPS
AND PROJECT SCHEDULE
No recommendations nor decisions regarding future action
steps were made by the Park Board of Commissioners during
the April 2017 meeting at which the findings of this Study
were presented.
Should the project move forward, it is estimated that design
and engineering will take nine to ten months from
authorization to proceed, followed by a three-month
permitting and procurement process and fourteen to eighteen
months of phased construction depending on the concept
selected.
Assuming a hypothetical March 2018 approval to move
forward with the project, the project would begin construction
in early 2019 with a completion date of summer to fall
2020. More discussion and analysis regarding schedule,
sequencing, and phasing as well as associated revenue
impacts from temporarily having one sheet of ice and some
times of facility shut-downs during construction will be
required should the project move forward in any form.
Once again, the team emphasizes that changes to the scope
of the design or program may have considerable effect on
the revenue and expense assumptions indicated within this
Study.

Exterior Concept Rendering – Concept A

It is emphasized that these costs are extremely preliminary in
nature and are based on the limited design information
prepared within this Study. There would be numerous
opportunities to reduce costs if needed to meet budget
requirements; should the project move forward, the cost
estimates will continue to be refined to reflect the design.
In closing, the entire Williams Team wishes to thank the
Glenview Park District Board of Commissioners for the
opportunity to perform this Needs Analysis and Feasibility
Study for the Glenview Park District community and for our
continued professional relationship. We especially
appreciate the timely assistance and review provided by
Park District staff as this effort progressed towards findings
and a final Park Board presentation. We stand ready to
assist with any additional information the Park District may
require as it determines next steps related to the Ice Center
project.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Johnson Consulting examined the current market conditions of Glenview’s economic indicators and
compared them to those of Cook County (County), the Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, IL-IN-WI Metropolitan
Statistical Area (Chicago MSA), the State of Illinois, and the United States. The key objective of this research
was to identify any potential factors, opportunities, and weaknesses that may affect the market’s ongoing
competitive situation. While characteristics such as population, employment, and income are not strict
predictors of the success and impact of potential renovations of the Glenview Ice Center or a newly
constructed ice facility, these figures can provide insight into the market’s capacity for supporting a recreation
facility associated with ice skating and other recreation activities.

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
A strong population base can indicate that a local economy can sustain support for a multipurpose ice facility.
As a community’s population grows, its need for additional facilities and infrastructure also increases. A
multipurpose ice facility can address one of these needs by providing a location for residents to participate
and compete in traditional and non-traditional ice sports. The populations of the surrounding communities
are also important when assessing renovations of the multipurpose ice facility in Glenview.
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Glenview has the luxury of being located near the City of Chicago (20-mile distance), and within driving
distance of several other markets with large population bases, such as Milwaukee, WI (75-miles); Rockford, IL
(80-miles); Peoria, IL (175-miles); Davenport – Quad Cities, IA-IL (180-miles); Springfield, IL (210-miles);
and Indianapolis, IN (210-miles).
Glenview’s location relative to these population bases is shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3 - 1
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The market overview in this study focused on more immediate areas surrounding Glenview, specifically a 30minute drive-time, 30-mile radius, and 60-mile radius from a location central to Glenview (1930 Prairie St.,
Administration building). The 30-minute drive-time is important as that is considered to be the primary target
market, with the 30-minutes being the approximate time threshold parents are willing to drive on a daily basis
for practice and games. Outside of this drive-time would be considered secondary and tertiary markets, which
would likely frequent the facility on a less regular basis than those within a 30-minute drive time. Figure 3-2
displays the market areas that were examined.
Figure 3 - 2
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TOTAL POPULATION

Glenview’s current population and its growth from 2000-2016 is profiled below in Table 3-1, relative to
several other population bases.
Table 3-1

Historic & Current Population - Glenview, IL (2000-2016)
% Growth
2000-2016

CAGR*
2000-2010

CAGR*
2010-2016

281,421,906 308,745,538 323,580,626

15.0%

0.93%

0.79%

12,419,293

12,830,632

13,022,485

4.9%

0.33%

0.25%

9,098,316

9,461,105

9,649,592

6.1%

0.39%

0.33%

Cook County, IL

5,376,848

5,194,675

5,298,497

-1.5%

-0.34%

0.33%

Glenview, IL

41,640

44,704

45,900

10.2%

0.71%

0.44%

1,394,211

-0.1%

-0.15%

0.23%

2000
United States
Illinois
Chicago-Naperville-Elgin MSA

2010

2016

30-min drive time

1,395,051

1,374,735

30-mile radius

6,684,148

6,609,786

6,744,102

0.9%

-0.11%

0.34%

60-mile radius

9,512,314

9,917,009

10,107,701

6.3%

0.42%

0.32%

*Compounded Annual Growth Rate
Sources: Johnson Consulting, Esri ArcGIS BAO

In 2016, the most recent population data available, the population of Glenview was approximately 45,900.
Between 2000 and 2010, the Village’s population grew at an average annual rate of 0.71 percent and an
average annual rate of 0.44 percent between 2010 and 2016. This resulted in a total population growth of 10.2
percent from 2000 to 2016. This total growth outpaced that of Cook County (-1.5 percent), Chicago MSA
(6.1 percent), and Illinois (4.9 percent), but was short of the total growth seen across the United States (15.0
percent).
PROJECTED POPULATION GROWTH

It is also important to look at projected population figures to identify any potential trends for the future. The
total population and rate of growth for Glenview and the other markets are displayed below in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2

Projected Population Growth - Glenview, IL (2016-2021)
2016
United States
Illinois
Chicago-Naperville-Elgin MSA
Cook County, IL

2021

% Growth CAGR*
2016-2021 2016-2021

323,580,626 337,326,118

4.25%

0.84%

13,022,485 13,163,617

1.08%

0.22%

9,649,592

9,801,997

1.58%

0.31%

5,298,497

5,368,145

1.31%

0.26%

45,900

46,866

2.10%

0.42%

1,394,211

1,407,730

0.97%

0.19%

30-mile radius

6,744,102

6,840,498

1.43%

0.28%

60-mile radius

10,107,701 10,264,024

1.55%

0.31%

Glenview, IL
30-min drive time

*Compounded Annual Growth Rate
Sources: Johnson Consulting, Ersi ArcGIS BAO

Between 2016 and 2021 the Village of Glenview’s population is projected to grow by 2.10 percent (0.42
percent average annual growth) which is a faster pace than nearly all other markets we examined, except for
the United States.

AGE CHARACTERISTICS
Sports, particularly Hockey and Ice Skating, are unique in that they can target a wide range of participants,
from the youth to adults. The success of a multipurpose ice facility lies in its ability to develop a program that
appeals to a broad cross-section of the marketplace. Therefore, understanding the age makeup of a market is
critical when determining the design of a facility and what types of events it should offer residents.
AGE DISTRIBUTION

Table 3-4 summarizes the age distributions of Glenview, Cook County, the Chicago MSA, the State of
Illinois, and the United States.
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Table 3 - 4

Age Distribution - Glenview, IL (2016)
Glenview, IL

Cook County, IL

Chicago MSA

Illinois

United States

0-4

4.8%

6.3%

6.3%

6.2%

6.2%

5-9

6.3%

6.2%

6.5%

6.4%

6.3%

10-14

8.0%

6.3%

6.8%

6.6%

6.5%

15-19

6.6%

6.4%

6.7%

6.6%

6.6%

20-24

4.4%

7.2%

6.9%

7.1%

7.1%

25-29

3.7%

8.1%

7.2%

7.0%

6.9%

30-34

4.1%

7.9%

7.3%

7.0%

6.7%

35-39

4.5%

6.9%

6.7%

6.5%

6.3%

40-44

6.0%

6.4%

6.6%

6.4%

6.3%

45-49

7.2%

6.2%

6.5%

6.4%

6.4%

50-54

7.8%

6.4%

6.8%

6.8%

6.9%

55-59

8.1%

6.4%

6.6%

6.8%

6.8%

60-64

7.1%

5.6%

5.7%

5.9%

6.0%

65-69

6.1%

4.5%

4.6%

4.8%

5.1%

70-74

4.9%

3.2%

3.2%

3.5%

3.7%

75-79

3.7%

2.3%

2.2%

2.4%

2.6%

80-84

2.8%

1.7%

1.6%

1.7%

1.8%

85+

3.8%

1.9%

1.8%

2.0%

1.9%

Total

45,902

5,298,497

9,649,592

13,022,485

323,580,626

Sources: Johnson Consulting, Ersi ArcGIS BAO

The largest five-year age group in Glenview is residents ages 55-59 (8.1 percent). This group is comparatively
higher than Cook County (6.4 percent), the Chicago MSA (6.6 percent), the State of Illinois (6.8 percent), and
the United States (6.8 percent). Furthermore, 30.2 percent of Glenview’s population consists of residents
between the ages of 45-64, which is again higher than Cook County (24.6 percent), Chicago MSA (25.6
percent), Illinois (25.9 percent), and the United States (26.1 percent).
Glenview’s youth population has an above average base of residents between the ages of 5-19 (20.9 percent).
This base of youth participants will provide an immediate demand for a multipurpose ice facility. Looking at
the other segments of the age distribution, Glenview trails in the number of residents ages 20-39 (16.7
percent), compared to Cook County (30.1 percent), Chicago MSA (28.1 percent), Illinois (27.5 percent), and
the United States (27.0 percent).
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MEDIAN AGE

Median age is another statistic used to examine a market’s ability to support a multipurpose ice facility. The
median age in Glenview and the other markets are displayed in Table 3-5. The most recently calculated
median age for Glenview is 46.1 years, which is above average relative to other markets observed.
Table 3 - 5

Median Age - Glenview, IL (2010-2021)

38.7

Growth
2010-2016
0.9

Growth
2016-2021
0.7

37.5

38.3

1.0

0.8

35.8

36.7

37.6

0.9

0.9

Cook County, IL

35.3

36.1

37.2

0.8

1.1

Glenview, IL

45.4

46.1

47.0

0.7

0.9

30-min drive time

39.7

40.6

41.4

0.9

0.8

30-mile radius

35.9

36.8

37.7

0.9

0.9

60-mile radius

35.8

36.7

37.6

0.9

0.9

United States
Illinois
Chicago-Naperville-Elgin MSA

2010

2016

2021

37.1

38.0

36.5

Sources: Johnson Consulting, Ersi ArcGIS BAO

INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT
The strength of a market’s income level and employment opportunities can also indicate its potential for
supporting a multipurpose ice facility. Higher income levels traditionally suggest greater amounts of
disposable income, which can be spent on non-essential items such as recreation and entertainment, including
fees for teams, leagues, skating events, tournaments and specialized training. This is extremely pertinent to ice
sports considering the relatively higher costs of space (ice-time) and equipment. A market with above average
income offers a greater ability to support a higher threshold of utilization for a multipurpose ice facility. Most
importantly, a healthy and diversified economy helps to insulate a region from economic downturns that
could affect facility demand.
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

As detailed below, the most recently calculated Median Household Income for Glenview was $101,712 in
2016, far exceeding the figures found in each comparable market. This income statistic represents one of
Glenview’s greatest strengths, and speaks favorably to the potential for spending on activities at a
multipurpose ice center.
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Table 3–6

Median Household Income - Glenview, IL (2016-2021)
2016

2021

$54,149

$59,476

CAGR*
2016-2021
1.9%

$57,337

$61,215

1.3%

$62,058

$68,454

2.0%

Cook County, IL

$55,831

$59,068

1.1%

Glenview, IL

$101,712

$110,167

1.6%

30-min drive time

$69,926

$78,090

2.2%

30-mile radius

$61,815

$67,534

1.8%

60-mile radius

$61,788

$68,179

2.0%

United States
Illinois
Chicago-Naperville-Elgin MSA

*Compounded Annual Growth Rate
Sources: Esri ArcGIS BAO, Johnson Consulting

EMPLOYMENT

In 2016, the principal industry of employment in Glenview was Retail Trade (22.4 percent), closely followed
by Health Care and Social Assistance (13.9 percent), Accommodation & Food Services (8.8 percent), and
Wholesale Trade (7.9 percent). In total, Glenview has approximately 2,561 operating businesses and 37,921
employees. A further breakdown of the employment distribution can be found in Table 3-7 below.
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Table 3-7

Labor Summary* - Glenview, IL (2016)
Sector

Businesses

Retail Trade

323

12.6%

8,500

22.4%

Health Care / Social Assistance

298

11.6%

5,278

13.9%

Accommodation & Food Services

190

7.4%

3,349

8.8%

Wholesale Trade

96

3.7%

2,992

7.9%

Food Services & Drinking Places

176

6.9%

2,789

7.4%

Electronics & Appliances

31

1.2%

2,434

6.4%

Other Services excluding Public Administration

297

11.6%

2,068

5.5%

Manufacturing

86

3.4%

1,959

5.2%

Educational Services

66

2.6%

1,939

5.1%

Arts / Entertainment / Recreation

66

2.6%

1,850

4.9%

Construction

230

9.0%

1,802

4.8%

Finance & Insurance

189

7.4%

1,785

4.7%

Professional Scientific/Technical Services

274

10.7%

1,682

4.4%

Administration / Support / Waste Management

108

4.2%

1,675

4.4%

Health & Personal Care

37

1.4%

1,278

3.4%

Misc. Retailers

54

2.1%

1,274

3.4%

Food & Beverage

32

1.2%

1,194

3.1%

Real Estate / Rental / Leasing

114

4.5%

949

2.5%

Insurance, Trusts, and Funds

53

2.1%

852

2.2%

General Merchandise Stores

11

0.4%

717

1.9%

Motor Vehicles & Parts Dealer

25

1.0%

661

1.7%

Transportation & Warehouse

39

1.5%

631

1.7%

Public Administration

25

1.0%

597

1.6%

Accommodation

14

0.5%

560

1.5%

Central Bank & Credit Intermediary

89

3.5%

553

1.5%

Total**
*Sectors w/ 500+ employees
**Including sectors w/ less than 500 employees

2,561

Employees

37,921

Sources: Ersi BAO and Johnson Consulting
UNEMPLOYMENT

The table below shows labor force data and annual unemployment rates for Cook County, relative to the
Chicago MSA, Illinois, and the United States from 2000-2016.
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Table 3-8

Unemployment Rate* - Cook County, Chicago, & Illinois (2000-2016)

Year

United States

Illinois

Chicago MSA Cook County, IL

2000

4.0%

4.3%

4.3%

4.8%

2001

4.7%

5.3%

5.4%

6.1%

2002

5.8%

6.5%

6.9%

7.6%

2003

6.0%

6.8%

6.8%

7.5%

2004

5.5%

6.2%

6.3%

6.8%

2005

5.1%

5.7%

5.9%

6.4%

2006

4.6%

4.5%

4.6%

4.9%

2007

4.6%

5.0%

4.9%

5.3%

2008

5.8%

6.3%

6.1%

6.4%

2009

9.3%

10.2%

10.2%

10.5%

2010

9.6%

10.4%

10.6%

10.9%

2011

8.9%

9.7%

9.9%

10.5%

2012

8.1%

9.0%

9.1%

9.7%

2013

7.4%

9.1%

9.1%

9.7%

2014

6.2%

7.1%

7.1%

7.5%

2015

6.4%

5.9%

5.8%

6.1%

2016

6.4%

6.0%

5.8%

6.1%

Jan. 2017

4.8%

-

-

-

Average Annual Rate (seasonally unadjusted)*
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Ersi BAO, Johnson Consulting

Cook County has had a higher unemployment rate than the United States in fifteen of the last seventeen
years, but it has rebounded recently after reaching a high of nearly 11 percent in 2010. In 2016, Cook County
had a 6.1 percent unemployment rate, representing a decrease of 1.4 percent from the previous year and a
lower rate than that of the United States.
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CORPORATE PRESENCE
A strong business presence can be an important factor in the success of any recreation facility, because local
businesses can attract residents to an area, provide disposable income, and support facilities through
donations, advertising, and their potential need for event space. Table 3-9 provides a list of the largest
employers in Glenview. These companies are ideal targets as users of the facility or for advertising.
Table 3-9

Largest Employers in Glenview (2016)
Industry

Number of
Employees

Food Products

1,440

Glenbrook Hospital

Healthcare

1,000

Abt Electronics Inc.

Retail Consumer Electronics

975

Illinois Tool Works

Corporate HQ / Commercial Tools

725

Risk, Insurance, Human Resources

708

Public Education

693

Global HQ / Componentry Distribution

680

Corporate HQ / Commercial Tools

550

Public Education

500

Healthcare

441

Printing Brokers & Wholesaler

358

Employer
Kraft Foods Inc. and Kraft R&D

Aon
Glenview School District #34
Anixter
Pearson Education
Glenbrook South High School
Glenview Terrace Nursing Home
North American Corporation of Illinois

Sources: The Village of Glenview, Johnson Consulting

HIGH SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, AND COLLEGE PRESENCE
The presence of high schools, colleges, and universities can serve as a significant source of demand, especially
considering it is uncommon for a high school or university to have its own multipurpose ice facility. The
number of local high school and college students is also important because it represents a target audience for
education-related programming, such as intramural and club sports. Local post-secondary schools can also
contribute skilled laborers to the Village of Glenview and the surrounding area’s workforce, leading to an
even higher median household income and partnerships opportunities. Near Glenview there are seven High
Schools with Amateur Hockey Association of Illinois (AHAI) teams and five local colleges and universities.
These institutions have been identified and profiled in Table 3-10 below.
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Table 3-10
Local High Schools, Colleges & Universities
Glenview, IL
Distance from
Glenview (miles)

Enrollment*

Location

2,736

Glenview

-

850

Niles

3

High Schools w/ AHAI Hockey Programs
Glenbrook South High School
Notre Dame College Prep

500

Wilmette

3

Glenbrook North High School

2,087

Northbrook

4

Niles Township High School (District)

4,752

Skokie

5

New Trier High School

4,241

Winnetka

6

Evanston Township High School

2,974

Evanston

7

Loyola Academy

Total High School Enrollment

18,140

Colleges & Universities**
Oakton Community College

2,947

Des Plaines / Skokie

4

Northwestern University

17,022

Evanston

8

Wilbur Wright College

4,063

Chicago

9

North Park University

2,040

Chicago

9

Northeastern Illinois University

5,069

Chicago

9

Total Post-Secondary

31,141

All schools are within 10 miles of 1930 Prairie St. Administration building
*approximated based on each school's most recent report
**Institutions w/ 1,000 students enrolled within 10 miles of 1930 Prairie St.
Sources: University websites, MapQuest and Johnson Consulting

ACCESSIBILITY
Glenview is accessible by several modes of transportation, making it a convenient location for residents and
destination for those visiting from other areas. These modes are listed below.
AIRPORT

▪

O’HARE AIRPORT:

▪

MIDWAY AIRPORT:

Glenview is a 20-mile drive from O’Hare International Airport, Chicago’s main
airport and one of the busiest airports in the world. O’Hare has over 50-passenger airlines that it
services, including American Airlines, Delta Air Lines, and United Airlines.
Glenview is also a 40-mile drive from Chicago Midway International Airport, the
city’s secondary airport. Midway offers eight passenger airlines, including Southwest Airlines.
Glenview is connected to both O’Hare and Midway by public transit options.

ROAD

Glenview is bounded to the east and west by two interstate systems. To the east is Interstate 94, which
provides direct access to downtown Chicago. Interstate 294 is west of Glenview and is bypass expressway
around Chicago. These expressways provide additional access to Interstates 55, 57, 80, 88, 90, and 290.
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PUBLIC TRANSIT

Glenview has two main options for public transportation, the Pace Bus System and the Glenview Railroad
Station.
▪

PACE BUS:

▪

AMTRAK/METRA STATION:

There are eight bus-routes that service Glenview. These routes provide residents and
commuters transportation to and from local corporate campuses, points of interest and surrounding
suburbs. These routes also connect riders with other local public transit options, like Glenview’s
Amtrak Station and the CTA’s L Rail system.
There are two train stations located in the Village of Glenview. The
primary station is the Glenview Station, near the center of the village. The station provides
transportation for intercity (Amtrak) and commuter (Metra) riders. The secondary station is located
in North Glenview near The Glen. This station is only serviced by Metra. These services make
Glenview accessible from Chicago as well as other Midwest cities and the rest of the western United
States.

HOTEL INVENTORY
To experience the full economic benefits of multipurpose ice facility, it is necessary to have a sufficient hotel
and tourism infrastructure. A facility that hosts larger events, such as regional figure skating events or hockey
tournaments, could attract visitors from outside of the local market, thereby drawing new dollars and
spending to Glenview. Currently, there are approximately 800 hotel rooms in the Village of Glenview as
shown in Table 3-11.
Table 3-11

Local Hotel Inventory: Glenview
2017
Rooms

Location

Distance to
Glenview
(minutes)*

Staybridge Suites Chicago - Glenview

120

Glenview

6

Super 8 Morton Grove / Chicago

40

Glenview

7

The Glen Club

21

Glenview

8

Motel 6 Chicago North Glenview

110

Glenview

9

Best Western Glenview Chicagoland Inn & Suites

110

Glenview

9

Courtyard Chicago Glenview / Northbrook

149

Glenview

10

Wyndham Glenview Suites Chicago North

253

Glenview

11

Hotels

Total

803

*To Administration Building at 1930 Prairie St.
Sources: Mpoint, Hotel Websites, MapQuest and Johnson Consulting
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SUMMARY
There are several factors that support the renovation or new build of the Glenview Ice Center, most notably
projected population growth and median household income. The population growth of Glenview has
outpaced the larger Cook County and Chicagoland markets and is projected to trend this way in the future.
This continuing growth of potential users will only increase the demand for ice time and updated amenities
throughout Glenview and its surrounding communities.
Additionally, the median household income in Glenview reflects an ability of residents to afford the costs
associated with utilizing a multipurpose ice facility. Renting ice time, purchasing or renting the necessary
equipment for figure skating, hockey and other ice sports can often limit the number of participants in a
given sport. The disposable income available to families in Glenview represents an ability to participate in ice
sports in ways that many other communities cannot. With demand already strong at the existing Glenview Ice
Center, it is reasonable for the Village to consider renovating or building a new facility to meet the future
multipurpose ice needs of Glenview residents.
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ICE SKATING AND HOCKEY TRENDS
OVERVIEW
Over the last two decades, sports facilities have become destination tourism generators. The trend can continue
if marketing strategies are targeted that way. Whereas two decades ago the common tactic was to develop singlepurpose facilities with the intent to serve as a local community resource, today’s facilities are often developed
to attracting a multi-purpose niche of visitors to an area. Thus, they are portrayed based on their ability to
induce economic activity through an increasingly diversified demand. As this has occurred, society has also
become more mobile and time constraints for families much greater, which has translated to the rise of short
duration, purpose-driven trips that coincide with tournament and competition lengths.
For communities, the entertainment and sports market has led to changes in development strategies and the
emergence of facilities and attractions that offer either niche focused venues or multi-purpose multi-sport
venues, and fee-for-service amenities that appeal to everyone. In addition to the factors mentioned above, the
following characteristics have also contributed to this evolution:


Heightened expectations that facilities or programs demonstrate some degree of “return.” Historically,
facilities were built by parks and recreation and other municipal departments for civic and social service.
For sports facilities that are typically not self-supporting, the rationale for development is often infused
with discussion of the value it creates for the community through increased visitation, and thus, fiscal
return based on increased lodging, restaurants, or retail spending. In this instance, sports facilities are
positioned or portrayed as a community resource, rather than an economic development vehicle.



Increasing expectation by elected officials that selected public sector functions can be operated as
enterprise accounts (e.g. use fees to minimize operating support). This trend is most notable in sports
facility operations where recent fiscal constraints have led to increased reliance on revenue selfgeneration for programs ranging from leagues to tournaments to skills training sessions and camps.



The changing dynamics of the sectors that use these facilities, as well as the changed expectations of
participants. Tournament and league organizers are looking to maximize the yield for staging events
and, as such, look for the facility that offers the best mix of concessions, rental rates, capacity, hotel
packages and nearby entertainment options.



A more competitive environment has been fueled by an increased range of facility types. As the
development of private recreation offerings has increased so to have the range of options available to
the users. In the instance of sports, the community recreation center, local school and college facilities,
or YMCA were once the only options, today there may be numerous options. As such, each facility
works hard to distinguish itself in a region, and often relies on the continual addition (or subtraction)
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of amenities such as multiple sheets of ice, high-end locker rooms, increased seating or concessions to
maintain appeal.


An increase in sport specialization and the need for sophisticated training have influenced the design
and makeup of the facilities. Facilities are now designed with the specific mission of the building in
mind and create an atmosphere with amenities that drive the specialized business of the facility, such
as “Championship Stadiums” that target national and regional tournament play. Johnson Consulting is
of the opinion this specialization has caused the trending decline in participants per sports.



Rapid growth of participation in niche sports, which include Roller & Ice Hockey, Rugby, Lacrosse,
and Field Hockey. Ice Hockey has experience approximately 19 percent growth, in participants, since
2010, which is impressive considering the sport requires expensive equipment and coaching that may
not be available at the local level.



An increasing trend of inactivity across the United States. In 2015, over 83 million Americans age 6
and older did not participate in a sport. The development of new state-of-the-art complexes is an
attempt not only to provide proper facilities to current athletes, but to attract interest from this growing
segment of inactive participants new to the sport or those who have recently retired.

When analyzing the potential for a multipurpose ice facility, the following framework questions should be
considered:
1. Is there sufficient market demand to support these uses?
2. What are the demand trends associated with youth sports?
3. What physical program will the facility be able to support?
4. Is there a baseline venue starting point that can be developed over time?
This section of our report, along with Section 3, addresses questions 1 and 2, while questions 3 and 4 will be
addressed in the later sections.
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ICE SKATING AND HOCKEY INDUSTRY TRENDS & PARTICIPATION
ICE SKATING & HOCKEY OVERVIEW

The following analysis of ice skating and hockey participation is based upon data presented in the 2016 Sports
and Fitness Industry Association (SFIA) Single Sport Participation reports for ice skating and ice hockey. Ice
skating participants are primarily made up of figure and speed skaters, but include all ice sports participants,
except for hockey. The reports used for the purposes of this study are the most recently released by SFIA and
reflect the most recent data available. The index provided by SFIA shows how each segment of participants
relates to the population of the United States. For example, an index of 100 indicates that the concentration of
participants in a segment is proportional to its population size across the United States.
Across the last six years, there has been a slight decline in total ice skating participation. Since 2010, ice skating
participation has decreased at an annual average of -1.8 percent to roughly 10.5 million total participants in
2015. Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 display this trend in ice skating participation.
Table 4-1

National Participation Trends
Ice Skating (000s)
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Change
2014/2015

3 year
AAG

5 year
AAG

11,477

11,626

11,214

10,679

10,649

10,485

-1.5%

-0.9%

-1.8%

AAG = Average Annual Grow th
Note: participation totals are in the thousands
Sources: SFIA 2016 Participation Report, Johnson Consulting

Figure 4-1
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Despite a decline in total ice skating participants, participation in ice hockey has grown since 2010. Since 2010,
the number of ice hockey participants has increased overall (approximately 19 percent) to 2.5 million ice hockey
participants in 2015. Table 4-2 and Figure 4-2 and display this trend.
Table 4-2

National Participation Trends
Ice Hockey (000s)
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Change
2014/2015

3 year
AAG

5 year
AAG

2,140

2,131

2,363

2,393

2,421

2,546

5.2%

3.2%

3.6%

AAG = Average Annual Grow th
Note: participation totals are in the thousands
Sources: SFIA 2016 Participation Report, Johnson Consulting

Figure 4-2

Further examination of the 2015 participation bases for ice skating and ice hockey are provided below. These
totals have been broken down by level of participation and by economic, demographic, and geographic
measures.
This analysis, which is based off SFIA’s definitions, classifies two levels of participation:


CASUAL PARTICIPANTS: Those



CORE PARTICIPANTS: Those

who participate in an activity 1-12 times a year.

who participate in an activity 13 or more times a year.
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SFIA also segmented casual and core ice sport participants by the following categories:


Gender



Age



Income



Region



Educational Attainment

CORE PARTICIPATION SUMMARY

Core participants are individuals who participate in an activity 13 or more times annually. This market will be
the main users of the Glenview Ice Center. Identifying the current trends within this group of participants will
allow for the Glenview Ice Center to design its facility, programming, and marketing strategy to target this
group.
CORE ICE SKATING OVERVIEW

As of 2015, there are approximately 10.5 million ice skating participants in the United States. Roughly 1.7
million of total ice skating participants are classified as “core.” A slight majority of core ice skating participants
are female (58.7 percent) and nearly half are between the ages of 6 and 17 (47.9 percent). 19 percent of all ice
skating participants are in Glenview’s region (East North Central), which is the 2nd highest concentrated area
in the United States. Table 4-3 and Figure 4-3 display the core ice skating participant breakdowns.
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Table 4-3

National Participation Trends
Core Ice Skating Participants
Total Participants
(000s)

% of Total

Total

1,693

-

Male

700

41.3%

Female

993

58.7%

6-12

431

25.5%

13-17

380

22.4%

18-24

168

9.9%

25-34

246

14.5%

35-44

228

13.5%

45-54

167

9.9%

55-64

55

3.2%

65+

18

1.1%

New England

103

6.1%

Middle Atlantic

413

24.4%

East North Central

321

19.0%

West North Central

134

7.9%

South Atlantic

141

8.3%

East South Central

47

2.8%

West South Central

124

7.3%

Mountain

109

6.4%

Pacific

300

17.7%

Note: participation totals are in the thousands
Sources: SFIA 2016 Participation Report, Johnson Consulting
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Figure 4-3
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CORE ICE HOCKEY OVERVIEW

In 2015 there were approximately 2.5 million ice hockey participants in the United States. Roughly 1.3 million,
over half, participate in the sport over 13 times annually and are considered as core participants. A large majority
of core ice hockey participants are male (85.4 percent) and nearly 19 percent of all hockey participants are in
Glenview’s region (East North Central), which is the 2nd highest concentrated area in the United States. Core
hockey players are mostly participants between the ages of 6 and 12 (25.4 percent). The sport also has a healthy
distribution of participants ages 13 through 44. Table 4-4 and Figure 4-4 display the core ice hockey participant
breakdowns.
Table 4-4

National Participation Trends
Core Ice Hockey Participants
Total Participants
(000s)

% of Total

Total

1,326

-

Male

1,133

85.4%

Female

194

14.6%

6-12

337

25.4%

13-17

204

15.4%

18-24

175

13.2%

25-34

180

13.6%

35-44

183

13.8%

45-54

122

9.2%

55-64

108

8.1%

65+

16

1.2%

New England

165

12.4%

Middle Atlantic

195

14.7%

East North Central

251

18.9%

West North Central

153

11.5%

South Atlantic

130

9.8%

East South Central

25

1.9%

West South Central

66

5.0%

Mountain

84

6.3%

Pacific

257

19.4%

Note: participation totals are in the thousands
Sources: SFIA 2016 Participation Report, Johnson Consulting
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Figure 4-4
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ICE SPORTS PARTICIPATION BY AGE

Ice skating and hockey both have an above average percentage of participants ages 6 through 34. Participation
in both sports declines after 34, but participation in hockey is slightly greater than that of ice skating from ages
35 and up. Note that in 2016, Glenview had a median age of 46.1 years and has an above average base of
residents ages 5-19 (20.9 percent) and 45-64 (30.2 percent). Age distribution is broken down by casual, core,
and total Participants in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5

Age Breakdown
Casual, Core & Total Participation (2015)

Casual (1-12 times/year)
Index vs.
Total Part.
Total
Segment %
(000s)
Population
83.9%
Ice Skating
8,792

Core (13+ times/year)
Total Part. (000s)
Index vs.
Index vs.
Total Part.
Total Part.
Total
Total
Segment %
Segment %
(000s)
(000s)
Population
Population
16.1%
1,693
10,485

6-12

2,228

25.3%

253

431

25.5%

255

2,659

25.4%

253

13-17

1,073

12.2%

163

380

22.4%

300

1,453

13.9%

185

18-24

1,465

16.7%

159

167

9.9%

95

1,632

15.6%

149

25-34

1,631

18.6%

127

246

14.5%

100

1,877

17.9%

123

35-44

1,203

13.7%

98

228

13.5%

97

1,431

13.6%

98

45-54

742

8.4%

56

167

9.9%

65

909

8.7%

57

55-64

383

4.4%

32

54

3.2%

24

437

4.2%

31

65+

68

0.8%

5

18

1.1%

7

86

0.8%

5

1,219

47.9%

-

1,323

52.1%

-

2,546

-

-

6-12

121

9.9%

99

337

25.5%

254

458

18.0%

180

13-17

121

9.9%

132

204

15.4%

206

325

12.8%

171

18-24

171

14.0%

134

174

13.2%

126

345

13.6%

130

25-34

381

31.3%

215

180

13.6%

93

561

22.0%

151

35-44

266

21.8%

157

183

13.8%

99

449

17.6%

127

45-54

100

8.2%

54

121

9.1%

61

221

8.7%

57

55-64

46

3.8%

28

108

8.2%

61

154

6.0%

45

65+

16

1.3%

9

16

1.2%

8

32

1.3%

8

Hockey

Above-Average Total Participation Levels
Sources: SFIA, Johnson Consulting
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ICE SPORTS PARTICIPATION BY INCOME

The expenses required to participate in ice skating and hockey include venue rentals, equipment costs, and
equipment maintenance costs. These costs associated with ice sports are more expensive than the average sport
and can create a barrier to entry. Costs could ultimately determine which sports someone chooses to pick-up
or continue to play. Based on Table 4-6, it is more likely that ice skating and hockey participants come from
households earning $50,000 or more annually and core participants come from households earning $75,000 of
more. Glenview’s 2016 median household income was estimated to be $101,712 in 2016.
Table 4-6

Income Breakdown
Casual, Core & Total Participation (2015)

Ice Skating
Under $25,000

Casual (1-12 times/year)
Index vs.
Total Part. Segment
Total
(000s)
%
Population
83.9%
8,792

Core (13+ times/year)
Total Part. (000s)
Index vs.
Index vs.
Total Part. Segment
Total Part. Segment
Total
Total
(000s)
%
(000s)
%
Population
Population
16.1%
1,693
10,485
-

825

9.4%

53

239

14.1%

79

1,064

10.1%

$25,000 - $49,999

1,525

17.3%

75

175

10.3%

45

1,700

16.2%

57
70

$50,000 - $74,999

1,653

18.8%

103

301

17.8%

97

1,954

18.6%

102

$75,000 - $99,999

1,698

19.3%

145

377

22.3%

167

2,075

19.8%

148

$100,000+

3,090

35.1%

128

601

35.5%

130

3,691

35.2%

129

Hockey

1,219

47.9%

-

1,327

78.4%

-

2,546

-

-

Under $25,000

215

17.6%

99

74

5.6%

31

289

11.4%

64

$25,000 - $49,999

203

16.6%

72

146

11.0%

48

349

13.7%

59

$50,000 - $74,999

133

10.9%

59

323

24.4%

133

456

17.9%

98

$75,000 - $99,999

169

13.9%

104

292

22.0%

165

461

18.1%

136

$100,000+

500

41.0%

150

490

37.0%

135

990

38.9%

142

Glenview's 2016 MHI: $101,712
Above-Average Total Participation Levels
Sources: SFIA, Johnson Consulting

ICE SPORTS PARTICIPATION BY REGION

Table 4-7 provides the participation rates for hockey throughout different regions of the U.S. The East North
Central Region - which includes Illinois - is the 2nd largest region for ice skating (Figure 4-3) and hockey (Figure
4-4) participants in the U.S.
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Table 4-7
Regional Breakdown
Casual, Core & Total Participation (2015)

Ice Skating

Casual (1-12 times/year)
Index vs.
Total Part. Segment
Total
(000s)
%
Population
83.9%
8,792

Core (13+ times/year)
Total Part. (000s)
Index vs.
Index vs.
Total Part. Segment
Total Part. Segment
Total
Total
(000s)
%
(000s)
%
Population
Population
16.1%
1,693
10,485
-

New England

612

7.0%

148

103

6.1%

130

715

6.8%

145

Middle Atlantic

1,635

18.6%

140

413

24.4%

184

2,048

19.5%

147

East North Central

1,472

16.7%

112

322

19.0%

127

1,794

17.1%

115

West North Central

708

8.1%

122

134

7.9%

120

842

8.0%

122

1,515

17.2%

88

141

8.3%

43

1,656

15.8%

81

East South Central

368

4.2%

70

48

2.8%

47

416

4.0%

66

West South Central

642

7.3%

61

123

7.3%

61

765

7.3%

61

Mountain

629

7.2%

98

109

6.4%

88

738

7.0%

97

Pacific

1,211

13.8%

87

300

17.7%

112

1,511

14.4%

91

Hockey

1,217

47.8%

-

1,329

78.5%

-

2,546

-

-

New England

69

5.7%

121

165

12.4%

264

234

9.2%

196

Middle Atlantic

403

33.1%

249

195

14.7%

111

598

23.5%

177

East North Central

173

14.2%

95

252

19.0%

127

425

16.7%

112
139

South Atlantic

West North Central

80

6.6%

100

153

11.5%

175

233

9.2%

South Atlantic

166

13.6%

70

130

9.8%

50

296

11.6%

59

East South Central

4

0.3%

6

25

1.9%

31

29

1.1%

19

West South Central

87

7.1%

60

66

5.0%

42

153

6.0%

51

Mountain

88

7.2%

99

85

6.4%

87

173

6.8%

93

Pacific

147

12.1%

77

258

19.4%

123

405

15.9%

101

Above-Average Total Participation Levels
Sources: SFIA, Johnson Consulting
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GLENVIEW FOCUS GROUP OBSERVATIONS / MARKET TRENDS
Johnson Consulting spoke with several local stakeholders to better understand the ice sports market in
Glenview. The conversations with coaches, parents of athletes, facility operators and league/event operators
help us identify the needs that are currently met, but more importantly the needs that are un-met within the
market. Our observations from the meetings are detailed below.
FOCUS GROUP OBSERVATIONS

One of the top takeaways from our conversations is that the demand for primetime ice in the region exceeds
the supply of ice. Glenview Ice Center is also unable to accommodate all of the demand from its programs for
primetime ice. One example is the Glenview Stars ice hockey program. Despite renting roughly 800 hours of
ice-time annually, the Stars are forced to hold practices at other local ice facilities in the region in order to have
enough practice time. This issue was not limited to the Stars, as other in-house programs are utilizing ice at
competitive local rinks as well.
One other important observation relates to the importance of the studio rink. Glenview Park District offers a
number of learn-to-skate and other youth programming and the focus group participants we spoke with
mentioned how well the studio rink is received by young skaters. Whereas a full-size rink could be intimidating
to a young child learning to skate, the studio rink is often found to be more inviting. The Glenview Ice Center
utilizes the studio rink for a number of youth programs and has become an important resource to the Glenview
Park District in maintaining its mission as well as expanding its youth programming.
From a participation perspective, hockey has typically experienced strong participation levels. The in-house
hockey program has an excellent reputation and often has to cap participation due to space and staffing
constraints. Figure skating participation has fluctuated a bit over the past few years, as is typical with that sport
on a national level. Despite this, figure skating participation at the Glenview Ice Center has been strong,
particularly in the winter and spring sessions. The Glenview Park District staff has an excellent reputation for
their programming and ability to get the most out of the ice center. One example of this is the upstairs multipurpose area being used for a variety of events. The flexibility of the space has afforded staff to maximize the
use of the upstairs area and expand programs to include martial arts and parties.
Lastly, the focus group participants mentioned the layout of the ice center and overcrowding issues in the lobby.
This has resulted in issues with way-finding for new visitors and accessibility issues at the front doors, especially
for young children carrying large bags for hockey or figure skating. Updates throughout the ice center would
also be welcomed by the focus group participants. Storage space, offices, restrooms, locker rooms, dry-land
training or fitness space, expanded concessions/restaurant café and a larger pro shop were all mentioned as
upgrades that should be considered.
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SUMMARY
The Village of Glenview is strongly aligned with national ice skating and hockey participation trends. Aside
from being in the 2nd largest region of participants in the U.S., there are two community characteristics that
have made Glenview an ideal market for a renovated multipurpose ice facility.
One of the greatest barriers to participating in ice skating and hockey is the cost to play. Ice-time and specialized
equipment (e.g. skates, uniforms, pads, sticks) costs are higher than those typically found in non-ice sports.
Additional costs associated with ice sports include training and membership to a travel club or program. In
2016, the median household income in the United States was $54,149, which is a below average household
income for an ice skating and hockey core participant. Based on the most recent national participation figures,
the majority of ice skating and hockey participants come from households with incomes of $75,000 or greater,
meaning Glenview residents should have the ability to afford ice sports in more ways than typical communities.
Secondly, the current age distribution of Glenview has an above average concentration of residents ages 5-19
and 45-64. Based on the SFIA reports, 6-17 is the primary age group of core ice participants. Glenview,
therefore, should serve as a strong base for core participants who will be the main users of the renovated ice
facility.
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LOCAL & REGIONAL ICE FACILITY MARKET
Johnson Consulting compiled a comprehensive list of local and regional ice facilities. The competitive
facilities have been classified based on their proximity to Glenview. Local facilities are those within a 25minute drive time of Glenview (as identified by the Glenview Park District offices) and regional facilities that
are located outside a 25-minute drive time. We have also identified ice centers that would qualify as
tournament-quality facilities – those that have two or more full sheets of ice. Each facility listed in this section
would be a direct competitor of a renovated multipurpose ice facility in Glenview.

LOCAL FACILITY INVENTORY
There are 15 local ice facilities offering a total of 21.5 sheets of ice within a 25-minute drive-time of
Glenview. The ice facilities are predominantly owned and managed by public entities and serve as the main
complex for community ice skating needs. Some ice facilities offer a multipurpose non-ice or “dry-land”
space, such as a weight room or a sports performance area. “Dry-land” activities make a multipurpose ice
facility a year-round central point of recreation for communities, attracting additional visitors and
supplementing the ice skating programing. These facilities are displayed on the map in Image 5-1 and listed
below in Table 5-1.
Image 5-1
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Table 5-1
Local Competitive Ice Facilities
Glenview, IL
City

Sheets of
Ice

Drive time
(mins)*

Glenview

0.5

6

Northbrook

1.5

9

Wilmette

1.5

10

Concession Stand, Tennis
Club, Aquatic Center

Y

Northbrook

2

11

Dance Room, Pro Shop,
Concession Stand,
Outdoor Pool

Y

Niles

2

11

Party Rooms

Y

Winnetka

1

12

Mount Prospect

2

13

Skokie

1.5

13

American Heartland Ice Arena***

Lincolnwood

1

16

Oakton Ice Arena

Park Ridge

1

17

Watts Ice Center**

Glencoe

1.5

18

Recreation Room,
ProShop, Program Room

Y

Centennial Ice Arena

Highland Park

1

20

Gymnastic Studio, Locker
Rooms, Café, Pro Shop

Y

Robert Crown Center

Evanston

1.5

22

Co-Located with
Community Center

Y

Franklin Park Ice Arena

Franklin Park

1.5

24

Party Room, Pro Shop

N

Twin Rinks Ice Pavilion***

Buffalo Grove

2

25

Concessions, Pro Shop

N

21.5

-

Facility
Jet Hockey Training Arena***
NorthShore Ice Arena***
Centennial Ice Rink

Northbrook Sports Center
Ice Land and Skate**
Winnetka Ice Arena
Mt. Prospect Ice Arena***
Skatium Ice Arena

Total

Amenities
Locker Rooms, Fitness
Area
Concession Stand, Pro
Shop

Lounge, Concessions,
Locker Rooms
Pro Shop, Locker Rooms,
Restaurant
Café, Locker Rooms, Party
Rooms
Pro Shop, Bar, Training
Center, Locker Rooms
Pro Shop, Dance Room,
Full Kitchen, Sound
System

Dry-land Activities
(Y/N)
Y
N

N
N
Y
Y
Y

*From Park District Administrative Building (1930 Prairie St.)
**Also contains one or more outdoor ice rinks
***Privately Managed
Sources: The Village of Glenview, Mapquest, STDB, Johnson Consulting
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Johnson Consulting identified local ice rinks listed in Table 5-1 and compiled their hourly rates for full-sheets
of ice and studio rinks, during both primetime hours (peak) and non-prime hours (off-peak). Primetime rates
vary among each ice facility, but most are charged on weekends and early evening weeknight hours during the
fall, winter and early spring. The average price for renting a full-sheet of ice among the local competitive rinks
is $356 during primetime hours and $270 during non-prime hours. The rental rate for a full-sheet of ice
during primetime hours at Glenview Ice Center is $385 per hour, which is the third highest local primetime
rate. Conversely, the $180 per hour rental rate for non-primetime hours is the second lowest among facilities
we examined.
Figure 5-1

LOCAL FACILITIES OVERVIEW

Johnson Consulting highlighted several local competitive rinks identified in Table 5-1 to provide additional
information on the amenities and programs offered at the facilities. Each facility is located close enough to
Glenview Ice Center to compete for programming and users. An updated Glenview Ice Center could,
therefore, potentially attract programs and users from the facilities profiled below.
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NORTH SHORE ICE ARENA NORTHBROOK, IL

The North Shore Ice Arena is a privately-owned, ice facility. The facility is located in Northbrook and offers
one full-sheet of ice and one studio rink for skating purposes. The complex is primarily utilized by the
Winnetka Hockey Club, the Wilmette Hockey Association, and the New Trier Hockey Club. Other users of
the facility include the Glenview Park District and Northbrook Bluehawks. A bar and concessions stand are
located above the rink, providing a unique vantage point for spectators. The facility operates from 6:00am10:00pm on weekdays and 7:00am-10:00pm on weekends. North Shore Ice Arena does not offer a
discounted non-prime hourly rental rate. The facility opened in 2008 and was primarily funded by $8.5 million
in bonds issued by the Illinois Finance Authority.

NORTHBROOK SPORTS CENTER NORTHBROOK, IL

The Northbrook Sports Center is a public sports complex located in north suburban Northbrook. The
complex offers two NHL-sized ice rinks, several multipurpose rooms, a pro shop, concession stand and
outdoor swimming pool. The Sports Center offered one sheet of ice when it was built in 1968 and expanded
to two sheets in 1973. In 2000 the facility was renovated and expanded to its current size. The complex is
home to a skating school and the Glenbrook North Spartans hockey club. Prime rental hours for the facility
are 6:00am-10:00pm Monday through Sunday, with non-prime rates from 10:00pm-12:00am, Friday through
Sunday.
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CENTENNIAL ICE RINK WILMETTE, IL

For the last 40 years, Centennial Ice Rink has been the main ice facility for the Village of Wilmette.
Centennial Ice Rink is managed and owned by the Wilmette Park District and offers one full-size ice rink and
one studio rink. The complex’s main hockey participants include the Wilmette Hockey Association, Wilmette
Tribe Hockey Club, New Trier High School Hockey Club, Loyola Academy Hockey Club, and the Loyola
University Hockey Club. Centennial Ice Rink is also a member of the United States Figure Skating
Association and Ice Skating Institute (ISI). Per ISI over 3,000 skaters participate annually in skating classes at
Centennial, including 500 hockey-specific classes. The rink is co-located with several outdoor pools, tennis
courts, and a community garden.

ICELAND SKATE NILES, IL

The IceLand Skate is owned and managed by the Niles Park District, with two ice rinks (one all-year indoor
rink and one covered outdoor rink). The original facility was built in the 1970s and included one indoor rink
and an outdoor swimming pool. In 2010, the swimming pool at IceLand was closed and an outdoor ice rink
was proposed to replace it. Over the next few years IceLand would develop a collapsible outdoor rink each
year. The success of the temporary facility prompted the park district to invest in a more permanent option in
2014 when Niles Park District announced plans for renovations to the indoor and outdoor components of
the IceLand facility.
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MT. PROSPECT ICE ARENA MT. PROSPECT, IL

The Mt. Prospect Ice Arena is a $10 million private ice facility with two NHL-sized rinks. The 71,000-square
foot facility opened in 2016 and offers 10 locker rooms, seating for 450 at each rink, a pro shop, and a
restaurant. The complex was purchased and renovated by a private developer and is home to St. Viator High
School, Notre Dame College Prep, and the Northwest Chargers. Prime rental hours for the facility are
3:00pm – 10:30pm Monday through Thursday and 8:00am-10:30pm Friday through Sunday, with discounts
offered for early morning or late night rentals.

REGIONAL FACILITY INVENTORY
Examining the markets outside of a 25-minute drive from Glenview reveals facilities that will not necessarily
compete with Glenview Ice Center for users on a frequent basis. The facilities highlighted below would
potentially compete for large tournaments, ice shows and other regional events on a limited basis since
Glenview Ice Center is more focused on community draw. In total, there are 30 ice facilities with 50.5 sheets
of ice within roughly 100 miles of the Glenview Ice Center. These facilities are primarily concentrated
between a 30-minute and one-hour drive of Glenview. Table 5-2 and Image 5-2 below list and display the
identified facilities.
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Image 5-2
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Table 5-2

Other Regional Ice Facilities
Glenview, IL
Facility
The Glacier Ice Arena

City

Sheets of Ice

Vernon Hills

2

Drive time
(mins)*
28

West Meadows Ice Arena

Rolling Meadows

1

28

Nelson Sports Complex

Rolling Meadows

1

31

McFetridge Sports Center

Chicago

1

32

Bensenville

3

33

Johnny's IceHouse East

Chicago

1

38

Addison Ice Arena

Addison

2

40

Ridgeland Commons

Oak Park

1

41

Downers Grove

1

41

Glen Ellyn

2

42

The Edge Ice Arena

Downers Grove Ice Arena
Center Ice of Du Page
Johnny's IceHouse West

Chicago

1

42

Seven Bridges Ice Arena

Woodridge

2

46

Southwest Ice Arena

Crestwood

1.5

48

Darien

3

48

Darien Sportsplex
Leafs Ice Centre

West Dundee

3

49

Carol Stream Ice Rink

Carol Stream

1

49

Kenosha Ice Arena

Kenosha, WI

1

49

Oak Lawn Ice Arena

Oak Lawn

1

51

All Seasons Ice Rinks

Naperville

2

52

H-F Ice Arena

Flossmoor

1.5

58

Village-Orland Park Ice Skating**

Orland Park

1

60

Crystal Ice House

Crystal Lake

3

60

Canlan Ice Sports

Romeoville

3

62

Arctic Ice Arena

Orland Park

3

63

Geneva

2

67

Homewood

1.5

67

Fox Valley Ice Arena
Homewood Flossmoor Ice Arena
Midwest Training & Ice Center
Carlson Ice Arena
Pettit National Ice Center

Dyer, IN

2

80

Loves Park

1

85

Milwaukee, WI

2

94

Total Facilities / Sheets

50.5

*From Park District Administrative Building (1930 Prairie St.)
**Offers outdoor ice rinks
Sources: The Village of Glenview, MapQuest, STDB, Johnson Consulting
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OBSERVATIONS
The Chicagoland area has experienced strong demand for ice facilities for many years and should continue to
do so. Ice sports like hockey and figure skating have been popular in Chicagoland for decades, and other
sports like curling, speed skating, and broomball have resulted in a number of ice centers. Despite the high
inventory of ice within the market, demand still outpaces supply – particularly during primetime hours. As a
result, it is important that current facilities try to differentiate themselves from competitive rinks. Providing
updated amenities and integrating dry-land activities are excellent strategies for doing such. In the current
market, differentiation will be critical for maintaining existing local programming, and attracting regional and
national events, including specialized participants like figure skating and speed skaters. Both of these
participant bases can help supplement heavy users, such as hockey clubs and leagues, better ensuring the
financial stability of the facility.
Today, more than ever opportunities existing to prolong participation in skating sports, especially hockey.
There are more youth programs, high school teams, and more opportunities to play at a higher level with the
growth of collegiate hockey and junior leagues like the USHL. These opportunities, along with the growth of
non-traditional ice sports will add to the demand for ice in Chicagoland. If Glenview Ice Center is renovated
to include additional sheets of ice, there will be an opportunity to attract larger events outside of the
community which will potentially add to the revenues generated at the ice center.
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DEMAND AND FINANCIAL OPERATING PROJECTIONS
To properly estimate potential demand for a new multipurpose ice facility, we first reviewed the historical
operations at the Glenview Ice Center to understand the existing demand and financials at the ice center. We
then used the historical operations data to develop recommendations regarding the facility’s physical program
(e.g. number of playing surfaces, community space and other dry land amenities). Based upon this program,
and considering the historic demand, we projected demand at a new ice facility and prepared a financial pro
forma for the first ten years of operations.

HISTORIC OPERATIONS
Table 6-1 presents a historic review of operating revenues and expenses at Glenview Ice Center from 20132016, including the budget for 2016-2017 that was provided by the Glenview Park District. As shown in the
table, operating revenues and expenses grew each year between FYE 2014 through FYE 2016, with a threeyear average of $1.6 million in revenues and $1.2 million in expenses. The operating budget for 2016-2017
projected revenues of $1.6 million and expenses of $1.3 million for the Glenview Ice Center. These figures
will be the basis for our program recommendations and financial projections at the proposed new ice facility.
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Table 6-1
Glenview Ice Center
Operating Revenues and Expenses
2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

3-Year
Average*

2016-2017
Budget

$872,691

$950,189

$937,831

$920,237

$909,075

Operating Revenues
Programs and Instruction
Special Events

$1,358

$4,879

$4,268

$3,502

$4,900

Admissions

$65,005

$76,125

$98,992

$80,041

$61,500

Membership

$17,736

$21,937

$16,293

$18,655

$21,500

$552,612

$627,610

$627,112

$602,445

$591,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Facility Rental
Sales
Sales Lease

$7,700

$9,935

$9,932

$9,189

$9,800

Other Income

$5,950

$2,450

$8,650

$5,683

$5,100

Total Operating Revenues

$1,523,052 $1,693,125 $1,703,078 $1,639,752 $1,602,875

Operating Expenses
Salary and Wages

$629,135

$664,163

$665,896

$653,065

$693,356

Contractual Services

$103,740

$130,350

$108,542

$114,211

$121,816

Professional Services
Utilities

$13,728

$12,335

$12,298

$12,787

$15,500

$154,645

$159,260

$162,460

$158,788

$160,956

Commodities

$73,368

$97,851

$112,647

$94,622

$91,349

Employee Taxes, Pension and Insurance

$98,349

$108,713

$126,316

$111,126

$133,829

Maintenance and Repairs

$65,542

$64,478

$52,627

$60,882

$78,660

Professional Training and Engagement

$10,271

$6,565

$5,958

$7,598

$8,400

$0

$0

$7,125

$2,375

$44,400

Capital Improvements
Total Expenses

$1,148,778 $1,243,715 $1,253,869 $1,215,454 $1,348,266

General and Administrative

$151,900

$170,600

$155,200

$159,233

$181,700

Net Operating Income

$374,274

$449,410

$449,209

$424,298

$254,609

Source: Glenview Park District

PROGRAMMING
The need for the following facility program was based on market research and conversations with several
local and regional stakeholders, including representatives from local leagues and regional competitive travel
organizations as well as conversations with the Village Park District staff. The facility should be developed
with the intention of hosting recreational leagues, camps, clinics and community events for local residents.
There is also an opportunity to host regional tournaments while achieving its park district mission. Doing so
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will give the Village the opportunity to maximize revenues, while providing critically needed primetime ice for
residents.
Johnson Consulting has identified the need for following key elements at the proposed ice center:










2.5 Sheets of Ice
−

2 full sheets

−

1 studio rink

Multipurpose Space
−

Dry Land Activities

−

Multi-Use Space

−

Entertainment / Party Rental Space

−

Meeting Space

Additional, Updated Locker Rooms
−

Team Rooms

−

Figure Skating

−

Coaches & Officials

Expanded Pro Shop
−

Retail/Sales Offerings

−

Services/Repairs

−

Skate Rentals

Expanded Concessions Operation

A facility of this size would require approximately 75,000 – 80,000 square feet of space according to Williams
Architects. The new ice facility in Glenview will continue to offer its existing programming, with specific
focus on local park district programs in hockey, figure skating, martial arts and other special ice events. The
proposed design of the new ice facility will also offer the opportunity to expand programming, including
hockey tournaments, dry land activities like specialized training or coaching seminars, and adult recreation like
curling or expanded adult hockey leagues.
The following demand sectors can be expected once the new ice facility is fully operational:
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The ice facility will continue to host and expand upon the existing Glenview
Park District programming, including youth and adult league hockey play, figure skating, ands martial
arts, as well as travel hockey clubs, high school hockey and public skating events. As a result of the
additional sheet of ice at the new facility, the park district could consider expanding existing
programming to include additional leagues or participants in each league.



RECREATIONAL USE –



TOURNAMENTS –



CAMPS/CLINICS/LESSONS – Like



SPECIAL EVENTS –

A new ice facility with 2.5 sheets will be able to attract hockey tournaments and
figure skating events. Glenview is easily accessible from the highway and strategically located in
North suburbs of Chicago. It would be a natural location for a facility to host holiday hockey
tournaments or figure skating competitions.
tournaments and leagues, camps/clinics/lessons can either be held
by outside right holders that rent the facility to hold the event, or held in-house with participants
charged an entrance fee. Camps and Clinics are currently offered at the GIC, but the size and quality
of the new ice facility will enable it to handle larger camps and sports festivals that could possibly
draw from a larger market as well.
Special events include non-sporting events, such as trade shows, conferences,
seminars, corporate outings, birthday parties, and large community gatherings.

PROJECTED FINANCIALS
To illustrate the potential for the ice facility to be financially viable, Johnson Consulting has prepared
financial projections for the ice facility based upon programs and events expected to be hosted at the facility.
The financial model assumes that the ice facility will continue to be operated by the Glenview Park District. It
should be noted that if the facility is built with only 2 sheets of ice the pro forma would be impacted a great
deal. A 2-sheet facility would require one full sheet to be used by programming that is currently offered on
the studio rink and would not be able to maximize revenues in ways that a 2.5-sheet facility could.
Table 6-2 provides our detailed operating pro forma for the first ten years of the new ice facility with 2.5
sheets of ice.
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Table 6-2
Glenview Ice Center Projected Financial Pro Forma
Year 1
Revenue
Programs and Instruction
Special Events
Admissions
Membership
Facility Rental
Sales
Sales Lease
Other Income
Total Revenues
Expenses
Salary and Wages
Contractual Services
Utilities
Commodities
Other Expenses
Maintenance and Repairs
Professional Training and Engagement
Capital Purchases
Total Ice Center Operations
General & Administration
Net Operating Income

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$987,047 $1,011,723 $1,037,016 $1,062,942 $1,089,515 $1,116,753 $1,144,672 $1,173,289 $1,202,621 $1,232,686
$35,497
$36,384
$37,294
$38,226
$39,181
$40,161
$41,165
$42,194
$43,249
$44,330
$73,080
$74,907
$76,780
$78,699
$80,667
$82,683
$84,750
$86,869
$89,041
$91,267
$23,650
$24,241
$24,847
$25,468
$26,105
$26,758
$27,427
$28,112
$28,815
$29,536
$1,363,185 $1,397,265 $1,432,196 $1,468,001 $1,504,701 $1,542,319 $1,580,877 $1,620,399 $1,660,909 $1,702,431
$32,288
$33,095
$33,922
$34,770
$35,639
$36,530
$37,444
$38,380
$39,339
$40,323
$10,951
$11,225
$11,505
$11,793
$12,088
$12,390
$12,700
$13,017
$13,342
$13,676
$10,609
$10,874
$11,146
$11,425
$11,711
$12,003
$12,303
$12,611
$12,926
$13,249
$2,536,306 $2,599,714 $2,664,706 $2,731,324 $2,799,607 $2,869,597 $2,941,337 $3,014,871 $3,090,243 $3,167,499

$938,433
$222,551
$271,658
$166,890
$214,064
$146,448
$15,346

$961,894
$228,115
$278,450
$171,062
$219,416
$150,109
$15,730

$985,941 $1,010,590 $1,035,855 $1,061,751 $1,088,295 $1,115,502 $1,143,390 $1,171,974
$233,818 $239,664 $245,655 $251,797 $258,091 $264,544 $271,157 $277,936
$285,411 $292,546 $299,860 $307,356 $315,040 $322,916 $330,989 $339,264
$175,339 $179,722 $184,215 $188,821 $193,541 $198,380 $203,339 $208,423
$224,901 $230,524 $236,287 $242,194 $248,249 $254,455 $260,816 $267,337
$153,862 $157,709 $161,651 $165,693 $169,835 $174,081 $178,433 $182,894
$16,123
$16,526
$16,940
$17,363
$17,797
$18,242
$18,698
$19,166
$79,941
$81,940
$83,988
$86,088
$88,240
$90,446
$92,707
$95,025
$2,001,552 $2,051,591 $2,182,822 $2,237,392 $2,293,327 $2,350,660 $2,409,427 $2,469,663 $2,531,404 $2,594,689
$195,671

$200,572

$205,576

$210,716

$215,984

$221,383

$226,918

$232,591

$238,406

$244,366

$339,083

$347,551

$276,309

$283,216

$290,296

$297,554

$304,992

$312,617

$320,432

$328,443

Source: Glenview Park District, Johnson Consulting
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FACILITY RENTAL REVENUES – PRIMETIME & NON-PRIMETIME HOURS

The main revenue generator at the new ice facility will be facility rentals, particularly primetime, in-season
hourly rentals. The rental rates during primetime hours for the main rinks will range from $370-385 per hour,
while the studio rink will rent for approximately $160 per hour.
Figure 6-1 below provides a breakdown of when primetime hours occur at the Glenview Ice Center, while
Table 6-3 provides the assumed rental rates at the facility. On a weekly basis, there are approximately 40
hours of primetime ice available for the studio rink and 53 primetime hours available for each main rink.
Counting all rinks, there would be 146 total primetime hours available for rent per week at the new ice facility.
Figure 6-1
Glenview Ice Center
Prime Time Hours
Studio

M-F 5-9pm
Sa-Su 9am-7pm
Total = 40 hours

Main

M-F 5-10pm
Sa-Su 7am-9pm
Total = 53 hours

Surface

Table 6-3
Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Rates (In-season)
Hourly Rate:
Total hours
Hourly Rate:
Recognized
Available per
Other
Organization
Week

Studio

-

$160

40

Main 1

$370

$385

53

Main 2
$370
$385
Total PT Hours Available per Week

53
146

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

In order to project potential revenues at the new ice facility, we assumed programming would operate at 100
percent utilization during primetime hours and peak season based on local demand. In this scenario, facility
rentals would account for all but approximately 18 hours of primetime ice rentals, which would be set aside
for routine ice maintenance. As shown in Table 6-4, the total revenues generated during in-season primetime
rentals would be $663,650.
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Table 6-4
Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Hours & Revenues (In-season)

$160/hour

Hours Utilized:
Recognized
Organization
-

Hourly
Rate

Program

Other

Flex
Maintenance

Weekly
Revenues

34

2

4

$320

Total
Revenues
(In-season)
$8,320

$370/hour

65

24

7

$24,050

$625,300

$385/hour

-

0

3

7

$1,155

$30,030

Total

65

58

5

18

$25,525

$663,650

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

During the off-season, or non-peak months, the facility would generate approximately 89 percent utilization
during primetime hours, including approximately 18 hours of routine ice maintenance. The combined
revenues generated during primetime hours in off-peak season would be approximately $546,520 as shown in
Table 6-5.
Table 6-5
Ice Facility Program Assumptions
Primetime Hours & Revenus (Off-Season)

$160/hour

Hours Utilized:
Recognized
Organizations
-

$370/hour

10

30

-

7

$3,700

$96,200

$385/hour

-

-

40

7

$15,400

$400,400

Total

10

50

52

18

$21,020

$546,520

Hourly
Rate

Program

Other

Flex
Maintenance

20

12

4

$1,920

Total
Revenues
(Off-Season)
$49,920

Weekly
Revenues

Source: GIC, Johnson Consulting

The remaining revenues that would be generated during non-primetime hours are displayed in Table 6-6
below. Our projections assumed modest growth in order to be conservative on our financial projections for
non-primetime rental revenues.
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Table 6-6
Annual Non-Prime Rental Revenues
Event
Party, strictly room user
Hockey Private ice usage (Metro) in Staff and Private ice usage
Open hockey user fees and punch cards
Winter non-con individual rentals
Contracted ice fall & summer & summer hockey camps
Misc.
Total

Historical
Revenue

Projected
Growth

Projected
Revenue

$6,000
$14,000
$3,000
$45,000
$80,000
$3,500

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

$6,060
$14,140
$3,030
$45,450
$80,800
$3,535
$153,015

Source: Johnson Consulting

PROGRAM & INSTRUCTION REVENUES – HOCKEY

The total projected usage of surfaces at a new Glenview Ice Center has been projected based upon the
historical annual utilization of ice. The projected growth for demand reflects the growth of youth hockey –
women’s hockey in particular – on a local and national level as well as the ability to expand existing park
district programming currently offered at the GIC due to the 2.5 sheets of ice.
Table 6-7 provides the historical demand for hockey program & instruction at Glenview Ice Center – broken
down by program – the projected growth resulting from an expanded ice facility and the projected revenues
resulting from the expected growth. Overall, we anticipate a growth of approximately 11 percent in demand
for hockey program and instruction resulting from the expanded ice facility. In an effort to remain
conservative, our projections assumed rental rates would not increase, although doing so would increase total
revenues generated by Programs & Instruction. As such, we project future revenues from hockey Program &
Instruction to be approximately $580,542.
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Table 6-7
Program & Instruction Revenues: Hockey
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Total
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Event
Youth League
Lge Prep
P.S. Clinic
Development Classes
Spring 3/3 + Clinics
Summer 3 for All
Adult Programming
Broomball
Introduction to Hockey
General Programming
Total

Historical
Demand
352
50
175
700
160
75
30
10
100
150
1,802
Historical
Fee
$850
$262
$50
$182
$196
$227
$133
$950
$15
$25

Projected
Growth
15%
10%
10%
10%
5%
10%
50%
0%
0%
10%
11%

Projected
Demand
405
55
193
770
168
83
45
10
100
165
1,993

Projected
Growth
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected
Fee
$850
$262
$50
$182
$196
$227
$133
$950
$15
$25

Historical
Revenue
$299,090
$13,110
$8,695
$127,120
$31,384
$17,004
$3,992
$9,500
$1,500
$3,750
$515,145

Projected
Revenue
$343,954
$14,421
$9,565
$139,832
$32,953
$18,704
$5,988
$9,500
$1,500
$4,125
$580,542

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting
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PROGRAM & INSTRUCTION REVENUES – FIGURE SKATING

The expected growth in figure skating programming at the new ice facility is limited due to stagnant national
and local figure skating participation trends. Our projections, detailed in Table 6-8 below, kept demand and
programming essentially flat for future figure skating projections in an effort to remain conservative.
Typically, figure skating sees the most growth in years immediately following Winter Olympics.
Table 6-8 provides the historical demand for figure skating program & instruction at Glenview Ice Center –
broken down by program – the projected growth resulting from an expanded ice facility and the projected
revenues resulting from the expected growth. Overall, we anticipate a growth of approximately 1 percent in
demand for figure skating program and instruction resulting from the expanded ice facility. In an effort to
remain conservative, our projections assumed rental rates would not increase, although doing so would
increase total revenues generated by Programs & Instruction. As such, we project future revenues from figure
skating Program & Instruction to be approximately $339,845.
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Table 6-8
Program & Instruction Revenues: Figure Skating
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Total
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Event
U.S. Basic Skills Classes
Synchro Team
Chicago Open
Ice Show
February Freeze
Camp Ice Cool
Ice Show Gate
Beginner's Only
Total

Historical Projected
Demand Growth
1,200
38
350
330
375
85
1,500
200
4,078

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Historical Projected
Fee
Growth
$154
0%
$1,355
0%
$94
$73
$51
$235
$1
$15

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected
Demand
1,212
38
354
333
379
86
1,515
202
4,119
Projected
Fee
$154
$1,355
$94
$73
$51
$235
$1
$15

Historical
Revenue
$185,000
$51,480
$33,000
$24,000
$19,000
$20,000
$1,000
$3,000

Projected
Revenue
$186,850
$51,995
$33,330
$24,240
$19,190
$20,200
$1,010
$3,030

$336,480

$339,845

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting

PROGRAM & INSTRUCTION REVENUES – MARTIAL ARTS

Martial Arts programming has been a popular dry land activity hosted at the GIC. There will be opportunities
to expand the dry land programming at the new ice facility, but in effort to remain conservative we have
projected future demand to be relatively consistent with historical participation for martial arts at the GIC.
Table 6-9 provides the historical demand for martial arts program & instruction at Glenview Ice Center –
broken down by program – the projected growth resulting from an expanded ice facility and the projected
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revenues resulting from the expected growth. Overall, we anticipate a growth of approximately 1 percent in
demand for martial arts program and instruction resulting from the expanded ice facility. In an effort to
remain conservative, our projections assumed rental rates would not increase, although doing so would
increase total revenues generated by Programs & Instruction. As such, we project future revenues from
martial arts Program & Instruction to be approximately $66,660.
Table 6-9
Program & Instruction Revenues: Martial Arts
Event
Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate
Event
Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate
Event

Historical
Demand

Projected
Growth

Projected
Demand

103
121
119
107

1%
1%
1%
1%
Projected
Growth

104
122
120
108

Historical Fee
$146
$149
$151
$140
Historical
Revenue

0%
0%
0%
0%

Projected Fee
$146
$149
$151
$140
Projected
Revenue

Summer Karate
Fall Karate
Winter Karate
Spring Karate

$15,000
$18,000
$18,000
$15,000

$15,150
$18,180
$18,180
$15,150

Total

$66,000

$66,660

Source: Glenview Park District, GIC, Johnson Consulting

ADDITIONAL REVENUES

There are several other sources of revenues that a new ice facility will be able to generate in addition to the
facility rentals and programs & instruction revenues detailed above. Many existing revenues at the GIC, such
as public skating, skate rentals, special events and leases to the concessionaire and pro shop, should grow as a
result of a larger facility with added amenities.
These additional revenues that would be generated at a new ice facility in Glenview are detailed below:


– includes several skating events, hockey tournaments and skills camps. With
additional ice and dry land space in the new ice facility the Year 1 projection for Special Events
revenues is $35,497.

SPECIAL EVENTS
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– This category represents fees collected for public skating and admission to other ice
events. Total revenue from Admissions is projected at approximately $73,080 in Year 1.



– Public skating season memberships will continue to be offered for the new ice
facility and are projected to generate approximately $23,650 in Year 1.



– Skate rentals would have the potential to grow at a new ice facility with additional ice
surfaces. Year 1 skate rental sales revenues projects at $32,288 at the new ice facility.



SALES LEASE



OTHER INCOME

ADMISSIONS

MEMBERSHIPS

SALES

– The lease agreements between the GIC and the concessionaire and pro shop could
have the potential to increase with a larger footprint at the new ice facility. The revenues from Sales
Lease in Year 1 at the new ice facility project to $10,951.

– Includes revenues from corporate partners and sponsorships, and sales of signage
at the ice facility and other miscellaneous revenue streams. Year 1 revenues for Other Income at the
new ice facility projects to approximately $10,609.

Total annual revenue for the ice facility is projected at approximately $2.5 million in Year 1, increasing to $3.2
million in Year 10.
PROJECTED EXPENSES GROWTH

Johnson Consulting has also projected estimated expenditures for the proposed new ice facility in Glenview.
Our expense projections are based on historical operating expenses at the GIC. Our expense assumptions,
detailed in the table below, were calculated as a percentage of revenue, or, where appropriate, by historical
price per square foot.
Table 6-10
Glenview Ice Arena Expenses Assumptions
Expense

Calculation

Salary and Wages
Contractual Services
Professional Services (Marketing)
Utilities

37% of projected revenues
9% of projected revenues
$0.31/sf
$3.25/sf

Commodities (General & Program Supplies)

7% of projected revenues

Other Expenses
Maintenance and Repairs

8% of projected revenues

Professional Training and Engagement
Capital Purchases

1% of projected revenues

6% of projected revenues
3% of projected revenues

Source: Johnson Consulting
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Annual operating expenses are explained in detail below:
– Includes salaries for full-time and part-time staff. Based on discussions with
the Glenview Park District, the Year 1 expense was calculated at 37 percent of revenues, or $938,433.



SALARY AND WAGES



CONTRACTUAL SERVICES



– Represents costs associated with the marketing of the facility. Year 1
expense for Professional Services was calculated at $0.31 per square foot (based on the new facility),
or $26,161.



– Utility expenditures, including fuel/heat, electric, water, telephone, and disposal were
calculated at $3.25 per square foot, or approximately $271,658 in Year 1.



– Includes purchases of office supplies, machinery & equipment, land improvement,
program supplies and uniforms. Year 1 expense for Commodities was calculated at 7 percent of
revenues, or $166,890.



OTHER EXPENSES



MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS



PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND ENGAGEMENT



CAPITAL PURCHASES



– General and administrative expenses include any general office
expenditures related to day-to-day operations of the complex. A total of $195,671 has been budgeted
in Year 1 at the direction of the Glenview Park District.

– Includes administrative costs such as postage, bank charges, printing,
rental expense, and special event services. Year 1 expense for Contractual Services was calculated at 9
percent of revenues, or $222,551.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

UTILITIES

COMMODITIES

– Includes employee taxes, insurance and Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund
(IMRF) contributions. Year 1 expense for Other Expenses was calculated at 8 percent of revenues,
or $214,064.
– Maintenance & Repairs costs were estimated at 6 percent of projected
revenues, or $55,000 in Year 1.

– Includes training provided to staff and other
expenses associated with employee engagement efforts. Year 1 expense for Professional Training and
Engagement was calculated at 1 percent of revenues, or $15,346.
– Includes building improvements, and costs associated with architecture and
engineering needs. This expense begins at Year 3 on our Pro Forma and was calculated at 3 percent
of revenues, or $79,941 in Year 3.

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION
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The sub-total for all operating expenses in Year 1 is $2.0 million, increasing to approximately $2.6 million in
Year 10. The ice facility shows a net operating income of approximately $339,000 in Year 1.

CONCLUSION
The Glenview Ice Center is in need of upgrades for two main reasons. First, many aspects of the facility are
past their useful life. Second, and more importantly, there are several new facilities within close proximity that
have more attractive amenities that could draw demand away from the GIC. Simply put, a renovation is
necessary in order to remain competitive with other rinks. Hockey and figures skating clubs will not only
compete for participants, but they will begin to compete for ice time at the best ice facilities as a way to attract
participants. Amenities like dry land training space, locker rooms, pro shops and access will become
important for clubs as look to rent ice time.
The decision to increase the number of ice surfaces to 2.5 is based on supply and demand in the marketplace.
There is strong demand for ice time in the Chicagoland area, particularly during primetime hours. Youth
hockey has long been popular in Chicagoland and that trend should continue, especially considering the
growth of women’s hockey in the region. There is also demand for ice from other sports like figure skating,
speed skating, curling and broomball that should be considered. The overwhelming demand for ice in the
region during primetime hours makes the business case for building a 2.5-sheet facility as we demonstrated in
our financial pro forma. Should the Village decide to build a 2-sheet facility, the numbers we presented earlier
in this report will be impacted a great deal as the GIC would not be able to rent out as much primetime ice.
Another reason for a 2.5-sheet facility is the popularity of the studio rink. The Glenview Ice Center is unique
in that they have been able to turn the studio rink into an asset, whereas many ice centers prefer full-sheets of
ice. The GIC staff has found that many young skaters prefer to learn on a smaller, less intimidating surface.
The youth programs for skating and hockey at the GIC are popular and well-run by the park district. Thus, it
would be wise to continue offering a studio rink at a new ice facility given the mission of the Glenview Park
District and its ability to grow such programming.
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